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I. INTRODUCTION 
It is generally agreed that climate exerts the most important 
controlling influence on the distribution of organisms on the 
earth (1). Of all the climatic stresses, drought and cold temper-
atures are acknowledged to be the two most important (20)). High 
temperatures do not usually limit the clistribution of organisms on 
the earth. Displacement of warm air up•,Jards by cold air and by 
turbulence produced by lateral air movement prevents excessive heating 
of the atmosphere near the ground. However, cold temperatures are 
acutely l i miting to the distribution of organisms because cold air 
tends to remain near the ground and. thus produces a relat.i vely stable 
situation in vlhich temperatures can fall to well below the freez~ ng 
point of water (146) • 
The ability of plants, or plant parts , to survive annual sub-
freezing temperatures is termed winter or cold hard5ness. Cold 
hardiness is a complex plant property involving many interacting fac-
tors. Even resistance to direct effects of freezing is complex. Hany 
types of stress occur, depending on the type of plant, the tissue under 
consideration, and the conditions under which the plant is tested (9, 
10, 18, 23, 24, 28, 39, 43, 44, 85, 93, 136, 152, 160, 161, 188). 
Not only do different plant species vary considerably in their 
inherent capacity to resist freezing stress, but the resistance of 
individual plants changes dramatically during the year (20, 27, 28, 
41, 45, 48, 65, 66, 117, 119, 153, 194, 195, 205). A plant , which may 
be killed by temperatures just slightly below freezing in the summer, 
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may survive temperatures as low as -196 C during the winter (166)e 
The term used for this increased hardirless during the cold season 
is hardening or acclimation. 
In spite of many investigations, the mechanisms involved in cold 
hardiness of plants have remained obscuree The scientific procedure 
is to evaluate enough observational dat a to develop hypotheses which 
can be rigorously tested to the point of acceptance or rejectione 
Alden and Hermann (1) pointed out that investigations of hardiness 
appear to have been based on the assumption that a diligent search will 
uncover a single biological alteration, or sequence of alterations, 
responsible for all hardiness. Mazur (115) however, doubts the validity 
of this assumptione 
The collection of observational data can take many forms. One 
approach is to compare cold hardy versus cold susceptible cultivars, 
or plant parts, and record any notable differences in morphology, 
anatomy, physiology, or biochemistry that may suggest clues to the 
mechanism(s) of cold hardiness. A second approach is to study the 
status of a particular plant or group of plants and note any specific 
changes in biochemistry or physiology as they progress through the 
cold season, so direct comparisons can be made on a seasonal basis. 
A third approach would include the regulation of microclimatological 
conditions or cultural practices and the noting of whether these have 
significant effects on hardiness when compared to controlse A fourth 
approach is to soak tissue samples in various solutions and note 
whether any of the treatments have siv1ificant effects on the tissue-
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killing temperature. 
As the level of experimentation rose, laboratory techniques were 
developed for artificial freeze testing f or hardiness determination. 
When tissue is frozen, the water contai ned within, upon crystalliz-
ation, gives off the latent heat of fusion. This heat can be recorded 
as sudden rise in temperature of the tissue (198). When these 
artificial freezing tests are coupled with various viability tests 
after freezing, relative hardiness ratings can be attai ned, and, in 
some cases, a specific exotherm can be identified as the killing point 
for that particular tissue. 
Forsythia is a good subject plant for hardiness studies for two 
reasons. First, because the flower buds are marginally hardy for this 
area, a normal cold season should produce differences in the percentages 
of live flower buds among cultivars that would reflect their relative 
hardiness. Secondly, when developing laboratory freeze test systems 
to assess killing temperatures of these Forsythia flower buds, the 
freez.ing capacity would only have to equal the minimum temperatures 
exhibited for the area, which means the freezing equipment would not 
have to be as sophisticated as it mi P,ht have to be with another subject 
plan to 
II. LITERATURE nEVIEW 
A. Hardiness Theories 
1. Early beliefs 
The question of how cold kills plants has been asked for many 
years. According to the caloric theory, early scholars believed 
that plonts, like animals, possessed a "vi tal heat" which could pro-
tect the plant from freezing (95)o However, it was soon realized 
that plants do freeze and so most of the subsequent theories as-
sociated tissue damage with ice formation. One theory supported the 
notion that the exnansion of ice crushed the living cells and re-
sulted in death (Hamel, 1758; Senebier, lROO; cited by 1; Wartenburg, 
1933~ cited by 146). Another theory supported the notion that low 
temperatures cause the movement of the sap of a plant to stop, and 
the plant die s because of "sap coagulation" (Schultz, 1823; cited by 1). 
Sachs (1860, cited by 146) believed that dama~e can come to the 
cells at the moment of ice rormation, but once the cells are frozen, 
entire or local killing would occur during rapid thawing. He con-
tended that injury and death could be avoided if the i ce was allowed 
to that...r at a slow enour;h pace to alloh' the protoplasm to take up the 
excess water. Muller-Thurgau (1886, cited by 1) concluded that death 
from cold was caused by dehydration of the cells brought about by the 
formation of extracellular ice. This idea also was favored by 
\viegand ( 207) • 
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2. Current hypotheses to explain death by freezing 
Two different types of freezing now known to take place when 
tissue is frozen are intercellular freezin a, and intracellular 
freezinc . Intercellular freez i ng occurs between the cells and does 
little harm to the tissue (4, 34 , 191). Intracellular f reezing oc-
curs within the cell at faster cooling rates and lower temperatures 
(87, 125, 205), is very destructive to the tissue , and will in-
variably r esult in death (51, 196, 197). 
What actually happens within the t issue as it undergoes the 
freezing process'? Usi ng calorimetry techniques, the following 
sequences has been elucidated to describe the kinetics of the freezing 
process: supercooling, intercellular freezing of water between cells, 
rapid grmvt h of ice, migration of protoplasmic water out of the cells 
to the intercellular ice nuclei, shrinkage of the protoplasts, plas-
mol ys i s, concentration of solutes in the cell, intracellular freezing, 
granulation of protoplasm, and death (207)o 
Host current hypotheses to explain death by freezing involve 
dehydrat ion of plant cells as a central theme. The second super-
cooling point hypothesis, proposed by Tumanov and Krasavtsev (194), 
proposes that a point is reached during freezing when the free 
movement of water out of the cell to intercellular ice becomes re-
stricted by the protoplast and/ or cell membrane. vJater trapped in 
the protoplasm is supercooled as the temperature continues to decrease . 
As a result, intracellular freezing occurs suddenly, and r esults in 
death. 
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The vital water exotherm hypothesis , proposed by ~Jeiser (205), 
is based on work by McLeester et al. (117) and Graham and Mullin (51). 
V'Ieiser proposed that during freezing, a noint is reached when all 
reatlily available Hater has been fro zen i ntercellulary and only 
"vital water" (116) remains in the protoplasm. As the temperature 
continues to decreas e, vital water is pulled away from the proto-
plasm to the intercellular ice. This sets off a chain reaction of 
denaturat ion, additional vital water release, and death. 
The protein water shell hypothesis (60, 61) is similar to the 
vital water exotherm hypothesis in that it relates death by freezing 
to the removal of shells of hydrogen-b onded water surrounding 
hydrated enzymes and structural proteins. Once water is r emoved, 
enzymes and structural proteins lose their configuration and cannot 
function in their orieinal capacity and death results. 
The sulfhydryl-disulfide hypothesis (97, 98) explains death 
by freez i ng as a result of destructive disulfide linkages forming be-
tween sulfhydryl groups of adjacent protein molecules as they approach 
one another during freeze dehydrationo 
The salting out hypothesis (105, 124, 132) expla·ins death by 
freezing as the result of water movement out of the cells to extra-
cellular ice nuclei. T"b is dehydrates the protoplasm and increased 
the concentration of ions to a point that protein constituents ir-
reversibly plasmolyze. 
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Bo Observational Data 
lo Hardy versus susceptible plants or plant parts 
One approach to the study of cold hardiness involves the com-
parison of cold hardy versus cold susceptible cultivars, or plant 
parts. These comparisons include anatomical, morphological, phys-
iological, and biochemical features of the cold hardy versus the cold 
susceptible plant or plant part. Just as ecotypic variation in cold 
hardiness is widely known (160) , hardiness differences are also 
visible among cultivars (6, 28, 44). Cold hardiness seems to be 
controlled Ly a multi ple factor, or polygenes, rather than by a 
single genetic factor (88, 163). 
a. Anatomy and morphology Several attempts have been made 
to correlate cell size ;.rith cold hardiness . ~-Jie~and (207) obtajned 
di rect evidence in 20 species of trees that small cell size might 
protect a rlant by favoring sup ercooling. Many investigators have 
extabl~shed an inverse relationship between cell size and cold 
hardiness using parts of the same plant , different species, or 
since induced polyplo:i dy increases cell size ( 151), diploid versus 
polyploid plants (18, 50, 58, 99, 162, 177). However, other re-
searchers have not f ound this r elations}1ip, or found that hardier 
plants actually had larger cells (11, 53, 54, Rein, 1908; Barulina, 
1923; cited by 95). Accordi ng to Levitt (95), cell size is a factor 
in cold hardiness, but only a secondary one. 
Knecht and Orton ( 77) found that the number of stomates for 
Ilex opaca cultivars rated cold hardy vJas significantly lower than 
that of cultivars rated cold susceptible. Hirano (63) noted a 
similar observation in citrus. 
Levitt (95) compiled a list of morphological features that 
have been associated vvi th cold hardiness including thicker cuticles, 
greater number of lenticels, thicker leaves, branched versus erect 
growth habit, and deeper growing poi nts in the soil. However, 
Beach and Allen (6) point out that there are so many exceptions that 
no one structural characteristic is sufficient as a measuring stick 
of cold hardiness. 
It has been observed in many woody plants, tha t primary buds 
(most distal) show the least amount of cold hardiness when compared 
to secondary and tertiary buds ( 9, 43). Knowlton ( 78) justified this 
in peach by noting apical buds are the first to break rest in January 
followed by median and basal buds in order. Therefore, unfavorable 
temperatures in January and February injure apical buds more than 
median and basal buds. 
Another common observation in most woody species is that flower 
buds are less cold hardy than vegetative buds. Chirilei (24) when 
comparing cold susceptible apricot f lower buds versus vegetative buds, 
found t he flower buds had a shorter domant period and more intensive 
respiration, as well as biochemical differences. Even vvithin the 
apricot f lower bud itself, differences in cold hardiness have been 
observed among various floral tissues (23). The receptacle, gynoecium, 
androecium, and meristematic tissue of the flower pedicel were damaged 
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first, followed by the medullary parenchyma, beneath the meristematic 
tissue. In woody stems, the living cells in the wood are often 
several degrees less hardy in mimdnter than neighboring cells in 
the bark tissues (1)2). 
It 1r1as earlier thought that the most sensitive part of a tree 
to cold was the roots (18). However, lfeiser (20)) points out that 
the extent of acclimation in roots is probably closely related to 
the soil temperature, since stems belov.r ground are no more resistant 
than roots (208), and exposed roots are capable of becoming as re-
sistant as above ground stems (109). 
be Physiology and biochemistry i.rJhen comparing cold hardy 
versus cold susceptible cultivars biochemically and ~hysiologically, 
certain areas of interest appear in the literaturee These include: 
water content, carbohydrates, stage of bud development, dormancy, 
enzyme r.c tivi ty, N content, starch accumulation and hydrolysis, amino 
acids, fats and lipids, lignin content , ascorbic acid content, ATP 
levels, auxin activity, and growth inhibitors. 
Since all hypotheses of cold hardiness revolve around the freezing 
process, it is not surprizing that water content of hardy versus 
susceptible cultivars is a logical comparison. Although several 
workers have shown an inverse relationship between tissue moisture 
content and cold hardiness (17, SS , 64, 70, 91, 121, 126, 189), a 
large munber of researchers could not establish th s relationship in 
the plants they used (18 , 31, 112, 121, 204) . These contradictor,y 
results suggest that it is not the total water content, but only a 
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certain portion of it that is i mportant in c old hardiness. Subsequent 
attempts to correlate \vater c ontent 'lri t h cold hardiness have used the 
c oncept of b ound ·rrrater. Several workers have correl J ted b ound water 
with cold hardiness ( 24, 148, Dunn and Bakke, 1926; Novikov, 1928; 
Clement s, 1938; Newton, 1922; Frandfield, 1943; Stark, 1936; Carroll 
and Welton, 1939; Levitt and Scarth, 1936; Todd and Levitt, 19)1; 
cited by 9)). However, Kramer (82) and others (14, )7) did not find 
t his relationship to exist in the pl ants t h ey tested. 
Not only has wate r content, per se, been a point of comparison 
between cold hardy v ersus cold susceptible plant s, or plant parts, 
but the timing associat ed with water content has leen explored as well. 
For instance , Jennings et al. (69) noted in raspberries that the 
canes of cold susceptible genotypes had a \..Jater content th o:-~ t remained 
high f or longer. Serer (174) by determining the bound water in shoots 
of two cold hardy and two cold susceptible grape cultivars, found that 
the bound water c ontent of the cold ha rdy cultivars i ncreased S-8 days 
soone r than that of the cold suscentible cultivars. 
Although Graham and Mullin ()2) found that the hardiness of 
Azalea florets was highly correlated with moisture content, their 
final ccnclusion ''as that avoidance of freezing in jury depends more 
upon the ability to lose water rapidly f rom the floret tissues than 
up on the maxi mum hardiness l evel the f loret is capable of reaching. 
They also not ed that cultivars that hardened more rapidl y during 
decreasing temperature regimes also deh r rdened more rapidly during 
increasi.ng temperature regimes. 
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'~"Then comparing the biochemistry and physiology of hardy versus 
cold susceptible cul ti vars on a carboh~rdrate basis, a eeneral theme 
becomes apparent. Hardy cultivars usually exhibit higher levels 
of soluble carbohydrates (24, 46, 73, 94, 122, 123, 133, 203, 218). 
Not only do cold hardy cultivars e~1ibit higher levels of soluble 
carbohydrates than cold susceptible cultivar, but hardy cultivars 
have been shown to contain higher leaf N rontents in Berberis (34), 
apple (123), peach, and plum (104). 
If and how enz~ne activity relates to cold hardiness remains 
obscure in the light of t he following inconsistent observationse 
Mievska. et al. (127) found considerably higher peroxidase , polyphenol-
oxiclase, and catalase activities in cold hardy cul tivars of grape 
compared to cold susceptible cultivars. Domanskaya (35), using olive, 
also found cold hardy cultivars to have higher peroxidase ru1d poly-
phenyloxidase activities throughout the year. However, when the com-
parison is made between plant parts of the same plru1t, Chirilei ( 24) 
found higher peroxidase and catalase activities in cold susceptible 
flower buds of apricot, when compared to cold hardy vegetative buds. 
A wide range of observations remain when comparing col d hardy 
versus cold susceptible cultivars on a physiological or biochemical 
basis. Cold hardy apple shoots have been shown to have higher levels 
of certain amino acids (7) than cold susceptible cultivars. Greater 
and earlier accumulations of fats and lipids occur in cold hardy grape 
cultivars compared to cold susceptible cultivars (202)e Sour cherry 
vegetative buds, .which are more cold ho.rdy than flower Luds, also 
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have a higher ascorbic acid content throughout the Hinter than flower 
uuds (lJO). Similar observations h ~ve been made in apricot (24). 
Cold hardy grape cultivars show higher levels of ATP (JJ) and lignin 
(74) in the shoots during the winter months than cold susceptible 
cultivars. Hi gher levels of growth inhibitors durine; dormancy were 
noted in cold hardy Cinnamomum japonicum when compared with the 
relatively cold susceptible QQ camphora (lJ). 
2o Plant changes during acclimation 
Another approach to the study of cold hardiness is to monitor 
the physiological and biochemical status of a plant or group of plants 
through the cold season and to note any metabolic changes which could 
[;ive clues to unravelling the cold hardiness mechanism( s). t,fuen making 
comparisons of the physiology and biochemistry of a cultivar among 
the different stages of its yearly grm.;th cycle, many of the same 
areas of interest show up in the literature as when takinG the approach 
of comparing cold hard~;; versus cold susceptible cul tivars at any 
particular stage of this cycle. These include water content, sugars, 
proteins and ami no acids , nucleic acids, and enzyme activities. 
~fuen moni torinc the plant' s physiological status throughout the 
cold season, one of the f irst observations is that of increas ed os-
motic concentration of the plant juice over summer levels ( 71, 80, 86, 
172). Soluble carbohydrate levels of plants are lmown to increase 
during the winter (lJJ, 138, 219). Sugar levels in the bark of some 
woody plants may increase during the w-.!.nter as much as ten times over 
their summer levels (145). This increase l n sugar dur~ng acclimation 
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is accompanied by a s~multaneous decrease in starch (80, 81). 
Raffinose, especially, has been shown to i ncrease during the cold 
season (128, 142). Both oligosaccharides (ll..~4) and monosaccharides 
(61) have been suggested as playing roles i n the cold hardiness 
mechanism. 
Ni trogen levels in plants during t he cold season have been in-
vestigated b oth quantitatively and qualitatively. Duri ng the winter 
months, a protein nitrogen increas e is noted (71, 75, 90, 113). This 
increase can be as much as 50% over SWTh~er levels in some tree barks 
of northern climates (141). Siminovitch and Briggs (1?6) found the 
total protein nitrogen increase in Black Locust bark during acclimation 
was l ar gel y due to a rise in water soluble protein. However, Ghazaleh 
and Hendershott (49) concluded that an increase or decrease in water 
soluble protein cannot be us ed as a criterion for determining the 
degree of hardiness of leaf tissue in Sweet Orange. Yoshida and 
Sakai (219) came to a similar conclusion using Black Locust barke 
Qualitatively, Craker et al. (27) noted protein changes as 
evidenced by the appearance and disappearance of specific acid-soluble 
protein bands, as shown by electrophoresis, occurring at times when 
changes in hardine ss were taking place. Using peach, Lasheen et al. 
(90) were able to establish a significant correlation between two 
amino acids, arginine and threonine, and cold hardiness. Shomer-Ilan 
and l:Jaisel (175) found that exposure of cabbage plants to 5 C for 
24 hours induced the formation of a new protein with a different amino 
acid composition which exhibited lower hydrophobic and higher 
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hydrophyllic capacities. Reuther (159) found that lowering the tern-
perature of dormant apple shoots from -5 C to -20 C increased the 
alani ne, gl utamic acid, arginine, aspartic acid, and serine contents. 
In addi tion to sugar and nitrogen levels increasing dur i ng the 
cold season, levels of other plant metabolites change as well. For 
instance, catalase activity reaches a peak in mid winter (110), DNA 
and RNA increase just prior to rapid increases in cold har~tness 
(101, 104), and levels of polyhydric alcohols and lipid contents 
also increase during the cold season, as well (104, 167, 209)e 
3. Microcl i matological regulation and cultural adjustment 
A third approach to the study of cold hardiness relates to 
regulating microclimatological conditions or vary;ng cultural practices 
and observi.ng whether these factors have any significant effects on 
hardinessa One of the first microclirnntological conditions to consider 
is that of moisture. Levitt (93) noted that woody plants exoosed to 
water stress for several days had increased cold hardiness. Con-
versely, it is known that plentiful irrigation, especially in late 
autunm, ldll reduce cold hardiness of most woody plants (165). 
Bittenbender and Howell (8) noted that increasing either storage 
temperature or water content decreas ed bud hardiness of highbush 
blueberry flower buds. They concluded that dehardening related to 
increased moisture content appeared to be controlled by a different 
mechanism t han dehardening associated with high temper~ture. 
An obvious rnicroclirnatological considerat ion when exploring cold 
hardi ness is that of temperature, per se. It is known that not only 
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is a rapid decrease in temperature during the w:i_nter more harmful 
than a gradual one ( 10, 12, 19, 29, 1)2, 170), but rapid warm-Lng 
rates, after freezing, are more deleterious than slow rates of 
thawing (12, 131, 143). Also, the hardiness of a plant or plant 
part is closely associated with the temperature of the prior few days 
before the plant or plant part is tested (39, 62, 100). 
Other microclimatological considerations that have been explored 
are light and gas exchange. Steponkus and Lanphear ( 183, 186) found 
that cold acclimation of Hedera helix 'Thorndale' was not dependent 
upon light requirementso The response to light was non-photoperiodic, 
had a low intensity threshold, and trials indicated that the light 
stimulus for hardening induced the production of translocatable 
"hardiness promoters". Hurst et al. ( 67) found that removing all 
the leaves of Comus stolonifera or coveri ng them completely with 
aluminum foil markedly interfered with the development of cold re-
sistance of living bark, but plants with even one leaf pair intact 
hardened to withstand at least -40 C. Rakitina (158) noted the 
disturbance of normal gas exchange by ice formation or by placing 
shoots of apple, sour cherr,r, and black currant in a nitrogen at-
mosphere lowered frost resistance and the ability of the shoots to 
harden. 
Adjusting cultural practices to increase cold hardiness includes 
many aspects . Draganov (38) working with grapes, found an inverse 
relationship between cell sap concentrati on and bud load. It is not 
surpriz ing then to find a well-documented observation of decreased 
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cold hardiness of frui t trees following a heavy cropping season (76, 
152, 193). In f act, blossom th j_nning t reatments have been suggested 
as a method of increasing the cold hardiness of the remaining peach 
flower buds ( 40). 
Fertilization, although it is reported to affect cold hardjness 
( 95), is probably an i ndirect effect r el ated to increased plant growth 
and timing of maturation (42, 129, 181). Even though the effects of 
growth on cold hardiness are complicated by dormancy and maturity 
factors, some general conclusions are known. For instance, the 
hardiness of winter annuals is inversely related to the r ate of 
growth in the fall (Hedlund, 1917; Klages, 1926; Worzella, 1932; 
Mark, 1936; Vasiliev, 1939~ cited by 95). Generally, plants that 
are g'rowing rapidly cannot be cold acclimated (Rivera and Corneli, 
1931; Dexter et al., 1932; cited by 95), and winter hardened plants 
that resume growth in spring lose their hardjness rapidly ( 8, 95). 
Kolesnikova and Kolesnikova (79) found that rootstocks not only 
affected the osmotic pressure of scions, but when cold susceptible 
sour cherry cultivars were grafted on to cold hardy rootstocks, the 
carbohydrate metabolism of the scion was changed to that of the root-
stock. Similar observat ions have been noted in lemon, mandarine, 
orange (22), and grape (l34)o 
It has been the dream of some pl ant scientists that a diligent 
searcl1 into the study of cold hardiness may produce a chemical whi ch 
when sprayed on a plant would induce cold hardiness, but t his approach 
has enjoyed limited success. Paculija (139) noted enhanced cold 
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hardiness of lemon foliage after spray applications of B, Cu, Mn, 
Am, and Mo. Rybakov and Nazarov (165) found spray applicQtion of 
NRV , a petroleum derived growth substance, increased cold hardiness 
in peachg 
4g Lab techniques to increase hardiness of tissue srunples 
A fourth approach to the study of cold hardiness is t hat of 
taking samples of plant tis sue into the l ab and soaking them in 
various solutions and noting wh ether these solutions had any si g-
nificant effects on hardiness. If the killing temperat ure is sig-
nificantly l owered by exposure to any of the solutions, it is hoped 
that this Houl d provide a key to unlock the hardiness mechanism( s) a 
Soaking cells in various kinds of sugar solutions is la10Hn to 
increase cold hardiness (146, 200, 220), with sucros e being one of 
the most effective ( 184, 187 ) . Tumanov et al. (199) f ound sour cherry 
callus tissue coul d accumulate l arge quantities of sugars from the 
external solutions. Other chemicals that have been shown to lower 
the killing temperatures of tissue samples include magnesium chlorate 
(135), gl ycerol, alcohol, and 2N solutions of sodium, potassium, 
and calcium chlorides, nitrates, and acetates (114). 
CQ Techniques to Ascertain Hardiness 
It is i mportant that researchers assimilate observational data 
from the many approaches to the study of cold hardiness and be aware 
of the current hypotheses to explain death by freezing, but what 
techniques can be used to measure relative cold hardiness? 
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l. Field evaluation 
The f irst is field evaluation. A heterozygous population of 
pL.nts that are marginally hardy for the area should contaj n individ-
uals that show various degrees of cold injury. Types of freezing injury 
include sunscald and frost splitting of tree trunks, v-linter burn on 
conifer foliage, blackheart in stems of trees and shrubs, crmm kill 
of winter cereals and herbaceous perennials , die-back of citrus, 
killing of do rmant flower buds, and spring and autumn frost damage of 
tender annuals, flowers, and fruits (205)o 
2o Laboratory evaluation 
Because the outside environment may vary considerably during the 
cold season from one year to the next, evaluation of relative plant 
hardiness can be determined 1d th greater reproducibility in the 
laborator,v under controlled conditions. Plant tissue samples 
(e . g., flower buds, stem sections) can be frozen at known cooling 
rates and portions of the sample removed from the cooler at various 
temperat ures . Viability tests after l:reez in ~ enabled researchers to 
formul ate parameters, such as LT50, that can be used for hardiness 
ratings (120, 153, 154, 157). 
Controlled freezing in the lab gave plant scientists direct 
methods for studying freeztn2 in plants. The two methods used most 
in recent years are calorimet:rJ and nuclear magnetic res onance (NMR). 
Other methods for studying freez i ng in plrunts include phase contrast 
light microscopy, electrical resistance measurements, dielectric 
constant measurements, dilotometry, and electrophoretic mobility and 
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diffusion of dyes (16, 37, 164, 211, 212, 220). 
ao Calorimetry Calorimetry involves the measurement of 
exothermic (heat releasing) and endothermic (heat consumi ng) events 
by recording relative temperature changes in a plMt sample and a 
non-living reference. Since the freezing of water is an exothermic 
reacti on, temperature measurements of heat release in plant samples 
can be used to characterize freezing processes in plants. Similarly, 
water endotherms can be studied during thawing. The freezing and 
thawing of water are the predominant exothermic and endothermic 
event's, respectively, in plant tissues. There are three types of 
thermal analysis techniques which rely on these principles: (l) ther-
mal analysis, (2) differential thermal analysis , and (3) differential 
scanning calorimetry (16)o 
Thermal analysis (2, 3) is the simplest technique, anj is 
particularly useful for determining the temperature at which freezing 
occurs by recording the temperature of a plant sample during cooling . 
Differential thermal analysis is an improvement over thermal analysis 
because it provides a differential temperature between a live sample 
and an oven-dried reference sample during cooling. It is usually 
performed with two thermocouples in series , one in the reference and 
one in the live sample. Data is plotted as the temperature difference 
between sample and reference on the ordinate versus sample temperature, 
reference temperature, or time on the abscissa (106, 149, 155, l56)o 
Differential scanning calorimetry has been applied to freezing 
of plant tissues and has employed two type of calorimeters: the 
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Calvet calorimeter and the more conventional scanning calorimeter. 
These instruments provide the same information as thermal analysis 
and differential thermal analysis, but they also quantify the amount 
of l··ater that freezes or thaws between two experimental temper.-
atures (16). 
b. Nuclear magnetic resonance Nuclear ma~netic resonance 
uses radio f requency light and t he lar;;e spectral differences between 
i ce and liquid water to give it utility for studying freezing in 
plants (16). The width of the absorption line is dependent on the 
state of the water. Since line widths for liquid ~~ater in tissues 
are much narro~ver than ice (which shows up as a horizontal line), 
freezing shows up distinctly. The amount of liquid water is propor-
tional to the area under the nuclear magnetic resonance line. A 
variation of nuclear magnetic resonance is pulse nuclear mae;netic 
resonance which has been used to characterize freezing in a number 
of plants (15, 21, 57). 
3. Viability tests after freezing 
Hhen thermal analysis or differential thermal analysis is 
coupled wit h various viability tests after free2ing, specific exo-
therms can be identified as killing points for certai n tissues . Some 
of these viability tests include macroscopic observation (32, 107, 206), 
growth (26, 102, 169), conductivity of surrounding solution after 
tissue is frozen (32, 89, 178, 210), tissue electrical resistance 
(37, 164, 211, 212), photo-induced chemiluminescence (83, 103), 
plasmolysis-deplasmolysis (168, 171, 179), vital stains (96, lOB, 
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146, 168 , 178) , and multiple exotherms (59, 67 , 107, 118). Stergios 
and Hm•ell (188) evaluated five viability tests f or their reliability 
and convenience and found that growth and tissue brewing were t he 
most reliable tests, but they required considerable time and were 
qualitative. Triphenyl tetrazolium chloride (TTC) reduction and 
specific conductivity were satisfactory for grape, but TTC was not 
as reliable as specific conductivity for cherry and raspberry. Neither 
test proved satisfactory for strawberry. A second exoth crm always 
indicated livine stems and the absence of a s econd exotherm accurately 
predicted stem death. 
Do Forsythia 
Forsythia is an ornamental shrub belonging to the Oleaceae 
family (56). Although there have been publications concerning the 
oriein (213, 214, 217), ornamentality (215) , breeding (190) , cytology 
(lll), cultivar bibliography (30, 216) , an:l introductions of new 
cultivars ( 68 , 173, 192 ), there has been little reported about flower 
bud hardiness (47, 72) . F. ovata is reportedly the most resistant to 
cold injury, however the flm-1ers are smaller and the overall shrub 
effect is not as flo riferous as other cultivars . F . virdissima 
koreana is reportedly the next most hardy Forsythia and its flowers 
are much more spectacular in size and abundance of bloom than F. ovata. 
Like most of the other goldenbell, however , their blooming is erratic 
due to a tendency of the flower Luds tc blast durin8 severe winterso 
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III. OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of t l is study are a s follows: (1) determine 
Hhich, if nny, of the previously colch i cine-treated Forsythia growing 
at the Iowa State University Hortic1uture Experiment Station were 
induced to polyploidy; ( 2) evaluate flm1er bud hardiness on the basis 
of genotype and ploidy level of several Forsrthia cultivars and 
s elections by comparing numbers of live flm.vers in the sprj ng from 
hardwood cuttings; (3) compare various morphological and physiological 
cutting characteristics of the se same Forsythia cultivars and selections 
as rela t ed to genotype and ploidy level; (4) correlate these cutting 
characteristics with flower bud hardiness; (5) develop an artificial 
freeze test system utilizing thermistors that is capable of recording 
tissue freez ine points (exotherms) of Forsythia flower buds; and 
( 6) relute flower bud freezin v, points with flower bud killing 
temperatures using subsequent tissue viability testsg 
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IV. DATA ACQUISITION 
A. Materials and Methods 
1. Forsythia plantings 
The Forsythia were gr owing on the Iowa State University 
Horti culture Experiment Station located 8 miles north of Ames, Iowa. 
The soil type is a Clarion silt loam. This soil is dark colored, 
medium textured, well-drained, and developed from calcareous glacial 
till (180). 
As sho1m in Figure 1, the Forsythia plantings consisted of 3 
blocks of different aged 'Sunrise' cultivar, 2 blocks of Iowa State 
s elections (Figure 2), and a block called the Randomized Planting. 
The Randomized Planting (Figure 3) consisted of commercial tetraploid 
cultivars ('Karl Sax' and 'Beatrix Farrand'), commercial diploid 
cultivars ('Spring Glory',~· europae, E• japonica, 'Arnold's Brilliant', 
F . virdissima, ~· virdissima koreana, ~· ovata, E• ovata (MA), 
F. ovata 1Robusta 1 ), diploid Iowa State selections (ISU #10 and 
ISU //12) , and induced tetraploids fr om both commercial diploids and 
Iowa State selections (E. europae, ~· virdissima, 'Arnold's Brilliant', 
and ISU //12) • Initially, Randomized Pl anting shrubs \vere rsi ven 
identification numbers (1-98), so data could be collected before 
positive identificat ion was made. 
Because the selection blocks and 'Sunrise' blocks were widely 
separated from the Randomi zed Pl anting , t he statistical anal ysis was 
restricted to the Randomized Plantin~ itsel f , but similar data were 
Selections 
Randomized Planting 
SS1-SS3S Sl-SlO 
D 
'Sunrise' 2 year 
Figure 1. Schematic 
Horticulture Experimen 
NORTH 
'Sunrise' 6 year 
'Sunrise' 4 year 
~ 
20 meters 
growing at the Iowa State University 
mil es north of Ames, Iowa. 
f',.) 
~ 
Sl - SlO 
SSl 
SS18 
SS29 
Selections from single cross progeny of 'Arnold's 
Brilliant' X ~· europae 
unlrnown pedigree 
F. ovata X unlmown 
I 
selection X unknown 
I 
SS17 
F. ovata X unknown 
I 
selection X unlmown 
I 
SS18 
F. ovata X unlmown 
I 
ISU #10 X unknown 
I 
SS29 
F. ova ta X unknown I. 
ISU #11 X F. ovata 
I 
SS33 
Figure 2. Schematic showing the origir t of Iowa State University 
Forsythia selections grm•inr; at the Iowa State University 
Horticulture Experiment Station . 
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CULTIVAR PLOI DY 
2N 4N 
n=4 
1. 'Beatrix Farrand' TRT 12 
n=4 
2. 'Karl Sax' TRT 13 
n=7 
3. 'Spring Glory' TRT 1 
n=9 n=l 
4. F. euroEae TRT 2 TRT 14 -
n=ll 
5. F. jaEonica TRT 3 -
n=7 n=3 
6. 'Arnold's Brilliant' TRT 4 TRT 15 
n=3 n=2 
7. }:2. virdissima TRT 5 TRT 16 
n=3 n=2 
8. ISU #12 TRT 6 TRT 17 
n=8 
9. F. virdissima koreana TRT 7 -
n=l4 
10. F. ovata 1Robusta 1 TRT 8 -
n=2 
11. F. ovata (Morten Arboretum) TRT 9 - -
n=8 
12. F. ovata TRT 10 - -
n=4 
13. ISU #10 TRT 11 
Figure 3o Diagram showing the number of shrubs represented in 
each cultivar and ploidy level within each cultivar 
growing in the Randomized Planting. TRT l-17 r efers 
to 17 different cultivar-pl oi dy c cmbinationsj a s shown 
belowo 
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taken for the selections and 1 Sunrise' plants, as well. 
2. Induced polyploidy 
An attempt was made to induce pobpl oidy in diploid commercial 
cultivars and Iowa State selections with colchicine. The colchicine 
treatment was done in 1977, and involved soaking shoot tips in 0.1% 
colchicine for 24 hours. The treated s hoots which produced larger 
fl01·rers than expected f or t he cul tivar were taken as cuttings. These 
assumed autotetraplojds were gr eenhouse- grown until they could be 
planted out into the Randomized Planting along with the other cultivars 
sho ... m in Figure 3. However, no chromosome counts, hence solid 
verificat ion of ploidy levels, was performed at that time. A pre-
requi site to this research was a verification of ploidy levels using 
chromosome counting of Loth root and shoot tip squashes. Chromosome 
counts were performed as described by Palmer and Heer (140). The 
procedure is described for root tips, although a similar procedure was 
used for shoot t i ps, also. This procedure is as follows: 
1) Softwood cutti ng s from vigorously growing shoots were taken in 
early June, and rooted in perlite under intermittent mist TOr 2-4 weeks. 
2) Root tips of approximately one em were taken at 5:30 pro, 
Central Standard Time, and placed in a saturated solution of para-
dichlorobenzene for approximately 3 hours . 
3) Next , root tips were fixed for a minimum of 20 minutes in 
prepared 3:1 fixative (95% ethanol: glacial acetic acid) at room 
temperature or were stored in this fixative at 4 C until processed 
further. 
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4) Fixed root tips were placed in 1 N HCL for 10 minutes at 
60 c. 
5) After hydrolization in HCL, root tips were rinsed with 
distilled water and placed for 90 minutes in covered vials containing 
leuco-basic fuchsin (Schiff's reagent) (147)o 
6) Stained root tips were placed in 4 C distilled water for 5 
minutes and then transferred to a spot plate. Excess water was soaked 
up with absorbent tissue and the root tips were covered with a 5% 
pectinase solution. The spot plate was covered to prevent evaporation, 
and the tips were incubated at 30 C for 1 hour. 
7) Root tips were removed from the pectinase solution and placed 
in distilled water at 4 C. Tips can be stored in water at 4 C for 
24 hours. If longer storage is required, the root tips can be stored 
in 70% ethanol in covered vials at 4 C (147). 
8) After the pectinase treatment, individual root tips were placed 
on a slide and the excess moisture was soaked up with an absorbent 
tissue. Only the tip of the root (1-2 mm) was retained with the 
remainder being discarded. A drop of 1% aceta-carmine stain (147) 
was placed on the tip. A cover slip was applied and gently tapped with 
a wooden stick to distribute the cells in a thin layer, md the slide 
preparation was waved quickly over an alcohol flame. 
9) The squashing of the preparation was accomplished with a 
pellet press that had been adapted for this purposeo 
10) The sliues were temporarily sealed with fingernail polish 
and viewed. 
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Photographs of the chromosome squashes were made throu~h the 
400X lens system of the microscope, but subsequent enlarRement during 
the photographic processing increased the effective magnification to 
approximately 3600X. Ploidy levels were considered confirmed when 
several slide preparations from the same shrub exhibited similar 
chromosome numbers. 
3o Evaluation of cutting characteristics 
a. Softwood cuttings Nine or ten 6-inch softwood cuttings 
were taken from each shrub in the Randomized Planting on June 5, 1977. 
They were rooted in perlite under intermittent mist. They were 
evaluated when they reach sampling stage. Sampling stage was 
defined as a condition when most of the roots on most of the cuttings 
of a specific shrub were from 1-2 em long. At sampling stage, the 
following data was recorded for each plant: (l) number of roots greater 
than 2 mm, (2) number of days required to reach sampling stage, and 
(3) cumulative root length (em). 
bo Hardwood cuttings On March 1, 1977 and March 1, 1978, 
nine to thirty-two 6-inch hardwood cuttings were taken from each 
shrub in the Randomized Planting. Data were collected from these 
cuttings for : (l) mi st-forced blooms per shrub, (2) regenerative 
shoots per shrub, (3) number of nodes per shrub, (4) flower buds per 
shrub, and (5) flower buds per node. 
In addition to these cutting characteristics, hardwood cuttinss 
1vere taken on November 2S and December 20, 1977 to determine water 
content of flower buds (expressed as a% of fresh weight), flower 
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bud size (oven-dried weight) , flmver bud mass per node (oven-dried 
weight), and freezing pointso The l97f\ sampling included ISU 
selections as well as 2 , 4, and 6-year-old 'Sunrise ' shrubs. 
Re~enerative shoots 11ere those shoots that grew from hardwood 
cuttings after mist-forced blooming had ended . Mist-rorced bloom 
counts were used as a. direct measure of bud hardiness . 
4o Environmental conditions 
a. Daily temperatures Ambient air temperatures were re-
corded from October l through April 15 for 1976-1977 and 1977-
1978 usin g a thermograph placed in a weather box at the Horticulture 
Experimental Stationo Daily maximum and minimum temperatures are 
represented in Figures 4-10. 
bo Soil moisture Although the analysis of data made use of 
a Completely Randomized Design, there •,v-as a slight soil moisture 
gradient along the planting as shown in Figures ll-13. Soil mois-
ture was de;termined by oven drying (55 C, 24 hours) 4-inch columns 
of soil taken at l foot intervals down to a iepth of 4 feet using 
sampline patterns sho~m in Figure 14. Water content was expressed 
as (weight of vlater/wcight of oven-dried soil) X 100. The October 2 
and October 23 , 1976 sampling utilized a l-inch hand probe vrhil e the 
May 12, 1977 sampling reflects usage of a truck-mounted 2-inch diameter 
pneumatic soil probe. 
So Bud sampling 
Bud sampling for freeze testing •ms done from hardwood cuttings 
taken on November 15 and December l, 1 977 o Two shrubs from each 
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Figure 4o Daily maximum and minimum temperatures for October and november, 1976 at the 
Hor ticulture Experiment Station, 8 miles north of Ames, Iowa. 
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Figure 5. Daily maximum and m"nimum t emperatures for December, 1976 and January, 1977 at the 
Horticulture Experiment Station, 8 miles north of Ames , Iowa. 
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Figure 6. Daily maximum and minimum temperatures for February and March, 1977 at the 
Horticulture Experiment Station, 8 miles north of Ames, Iowa. 
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Figure 7. Daily maximum and minimum t emperatures for April 1-15 and October, 1977 at the 
Horticulture Experiment Station, 8 miles north of Ames, Iowa. 
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Figure 8~ Daily maximum and minimum temperatures for November and December, 1977 at the 
Horticulture Experiment Station, 8 miles north of Ames, Iowa~ 
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Figure 9o Daily maximum and minimum temperatures for January and February, 1978 at the 
Horticulture Experiment Station, 8 miles north of Ames, Iowao 
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Figure lOc Daily maximum and minimum temperatures for March and April 1-15, 1978 at the 
Horticulture Experiment Station, 8 miles north of Ames, Iowao 
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Figure 11. Soil moisture percentages expressed as (weight of water/oven-dry weight of soil) Y. 100 
for the Randomized Planting on October 2, 1976 for 3 depths. 
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Figure 12. Soil moisture percentages expr essed as (weight of water/oven-dry weight of soil) X 100 
for the Randomized Planting on October 23, 1976 for 4 depths . 
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Fieure 13. Soil moisture percentages expressed as (weight of water/oven-dry weight of soil) X 100 
for the Randomized Planting on May 12, 1977 for 4 depths. 
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cultivar in the Randomized Planting were used, as vTell as ISU selections 
and 2, 4, and 6-year-old 'Sunrise' shrubs. As the cuttings were 
taken, they were placed in polyethylene bags and put in an insulated 
cooler which had been allowed to cool to ambient air temperature. 
These cutti ngs l.Yere stored in the lab at 4 C until needed. 
6. Super i mposed Amplified-Exotherm Differential Thermal Analysis 
Sy stem (SAEDTAS) 
The development of a temperature-monitoring freezing system 
resulted i n what I've termed Superimposed Amplified-Exotherm Dif-
f erential Thermal Analysis System or SAEDTAS. This system involves 
four basic component s: (1) a cooling capacity, (2) freezin z unit, 
where the t est samples are placed and temperature monitored,(3) ap-
propriate circuitry, and (4) recording units. 
a. Cooling capacity Low temperatures were attai ned using an 
Internat ional cryostat wi.th the microtome removed. The cryostat 
temperature was lowered to -30 C before the individual freezing units 
were s et in. After flower buds were positioned in the freezing units, 
t he unit s were set in the cryostat. The coolinc rate is illustrated 
by the curve in Figure 15. As shown, the temperature drops quickly 
dur~ ng t he f irst hour, but the rate of decline is reduced in each 
succeeding hour. 
b . Freezing uni ts Figure 16 shows the construction of the 
Paired Ther mistor Apparatus (PTA) which posi tioned the oven-dried 
and l i ve buds in close proximity to their respective thermistors 
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Figure 15. Cooling curve of the FC-80 liquid contained withi n the Freez ing Units after 
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thermis tors 1-d thin wire 
mesh baskets 
cork spacers to fit within 
wire mesh baskets to facilitate 
close proximity of buds to 
thermistors 
Figure 16. Construction oi' the Paired Thermistor Apparatus (PTA) 
with si~gle and multipl e oud cork spacers. 
~~-1.0 bud cork spacer 
)2 
durir, g the freezing run. The design of the PTA allows for the 
testinr, c!' a sinr,l e bud or several buds per unit ri.uring a single 
freezing run by us j_ng different cork spacers which fit inside the 
wire mesh baskets and kepp the buds in close proximity to their 
r espective thermistors (Fie;ure l6)o Randomly selected buds were 
placed in the cork spacer surroundjng the live sample thermistor, 
and oven-dried buds (SS C, 24 hours) were placed in the cork 
spacer surrounding the reference thermistor. Once both oven-
dried buds and live buds were in position in their respective wire 
mesh baskets, the PTA was slid into the Freezing Flask as shown 
in Figure 17. 
The Freezing Flask consisted of a test tube within a SOO ml 
Erlenmeyer flask containing 95% ethanol. Hi thin the test tube itself 
was FC-80, a non-toxic fluorocarbon having a high oxygen affinity, 
low freez:!ng point, and m[IJlufactured by IBH. The Freezing Flask 
arrangement insured temperature stability between thermistors and 
a short temperature equilibration time after exotherms., 
The Freezing Flask with the PTA inserted Has in turn imbedded 
in a large styrofoam pot filled with a perlite insulating filler. 
This completed the Freezing Unit, and is illustrated in Figure 18 .. 
Between runs, all 4 of the freezin ~ units Here kept at 4 C and the 
position of the units in the cryostat as Hell as recorder connections 
Here kept the same from run to run. Exotherm temperatures were ob-
ta2-ned f r om the reference thermometer j_n each unit when a recorder 
indicated freezing was taking place. 
To Differential Temperature 
~ Sensor Circuitry 
Thermistor leads epoxied 
to glass stirring rod 
Test tube filled 
with FC-80 
Flask filled with 
95% ethanol 
Reference Thermometer 
Oven-dry reference thermistor 
within wire mesh basket 
Live sample thermistor 
within wire mesh basket 
Figure 17. 6onstru.ction of the Freezing .B'J.ask -vii th Paired Thermis-
tor AppaTatus in position. 
S4 
Perlite insula tine filler 
Styr0foam pot 
Fieure 18. Construction o£ Freezing Unit showing Paired Thermistor 
Apparatus positioned within Freezing Flask which is . 
in turn embedded in a large styrofoam pot containing an. insulating perlite filler. 
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Ca Circuitry and recorders The circuitry for the differ-
ential temperat ure sensor amplifier and power supply are shown in 
Figures 19 and 20, respectively. Thes e units were built by the 
Elec tronic Resear ch Institute, Iowa State University, and mounted 
in a hardware packaee. Four di f ferential temp~rature sensor amplifiers 
\vere coupled to the power s ource. Coupling these circui ts with 
4 singl e-pen strip chart recorders enabled 4 bud samples to be tested 
during each freezing rune 
7Q Flower bud viability after freezing 
Two tests were used: (1) triphenyltetrazolium chloride reduction 
assay and (2) direct respiration measurements using a differential 
respirometer a 
aQ Triphenyltetrazolium chloride reduction assay The following 
procedure is similar t o one described by Steponkus and Lanphear (185). 
1) Live buds were taken from stored 'Sunrise' cuttings, 
separated in groups of 10, weighed, and placed in vials by group. 
2) Vials of buds were placed in a Labc onco freeze drier 
used as a cooling chamber (no vacuum). 
3) At -10 C and 5 degree intervals down to -30 C, a vial 
of Luds was removed f rom the freeze drier and placed in a refrigerator 
at l_~ C. 
4) After freezing, groups of buds were put in separate 
test tubes containin8 1 ml 0.05% Ortho X-77 (wetting agent), 3 ml 
1% TTC, and 4 ml NaH2P04-KH2POL buffer. 
5) Buds were infiltrated under vacuum, and incubated at 30 C 
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Figure 19. Differential temperature sensor circuitry for the Superimposed Amplified-Exotherm 
Differential Thermal Analysis System (SAEDTAS)o 
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Figure 20. Power supply circuitry for the Superimposed Amplified-Exotherm Differential 
Thermal Analysis System (SAEDTAS)o 
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for 15 hours. 
6) Buds Here strained from solution and rinsed with dis-
tilled water. 
7) Buds were placed in test tubes containing 15 ml of 
95% ethanol ( v/v), and placed in a boilin~ water bath for 15 minutes Q 
8) The extracts were cooled and made up to a 10 ml volume 
with 95% ethanol. 
9) Absorbance -vms read at 530 nm on a Spectronic 20 
spectrophotometer, and quantity of formazin produced was expressed 
as a percentage of absorbance of extract produced by unfrozen buds 
which had gone through the same staining proceduree 
b. Direct measurement using a differential respirometer The 
first three steps oft he TTC reduction assay were repeated and were 
followed by the following procedure: 
l) After freezine, groups of buds were placed in the small 
sac of individual respiration flasks with 3QO ml of 10% KOH in center 
well, and 7 .,0 ml of distilled water in the base of the flasks. 
2) Small strips of filter paper were used in the center· 
wells to i ncrease surface area of KOH. 
3) Buds were left in respiration flasks, surrounded with a 
constant water bath (30 C) for 18 hours. 
4) At the end of the run, ma...r10metric fluld levels were 
zeroed again and oxygen uptake was expressed in terms of cm3 of 
oxygen per g ram of tissue (oven-dried weight). Due to aqueous base 
absorption of C0 2 , gas volume changes were assumed to be oxygen uptake. 
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B. Statistical Procedures 
These procedures involved analysis of variance, Duncan's 
multiple range test, grour comparisons involving a Student's t test 
of differences between means, subset analysis, and strength of 
relationships as measured by correlation coefficients. Data were 
taken for the following parameters: (1) number of mist-forced blooms 
per cultivar and cultivar-ploidy combinations from hardwood cuttings 
taken on Harch 1, 1977, (2) number of mist-forced blooms per cultivar 
and cul tivar-ploidy combinations from hardwood cuttings taken on 
Harch 1, 1978, ( 3) number of days to reach r oot sampling stage from 
softwood cuttings taken on JuneS, 1977 , (4) number of roots greater 
than 2 mm at sampling stage per cultivar and cultivar- ploiqy com-
bination on softwood cuttings taken on June S, 1977, (5) cumulative 
root length (em) per cultivar and cultivar-ploidy combination from 
softwood cuttings taken on JuneS, 1977, (6) node counts per cultivar 
and cultivar-ploidy combination from hardwood cuttings taken on March 
1, 1977, (7) node counts per cultivar and cultivar-ploidy combination 
from hardwood cuttings taken on March 1, 1978, (8) number of regenera-
tive shoots per cultivar and cultivar-ploidy combi.na+,ion from hard-
woo d cuttings taken on March 1, 1977~ (9) number of regenerative shoots 
per cultivar and cultivar-ploidy combination from hardwood cuttings 
taken on Harch 1, 1978, (10) flower bud load per cultjvar and cultivar-
ploi dy comLination from hardwood cuttin:ss taken on 1'-farch 1, 1977, 
(11) flower bud load per cul tivar and :::ul tivar-ploidy combinati on 
from hardwood cuttings taken on March 1 , 1978, (12) number of f lower 
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buJ.s per node on hardwood cuttings taken on Harch 1, 1977, (13) number 
of flower buds per node on hardwood cuttings taken on March 1, 1978, 
(14) bud size (g) per cultivar and cultivar-pl o-1 dy combination from 
hardwood cut tings taken on November 25 and December 20, 1977 9 
(15) flower bud mass per node ( g) from hardwood cuttings taken on 
November 25 and December 20, 1977, (16) water content of flower buds 
sampled f rom hardwood cuttings taken on November 25, 1977, (17) water 
content of f lower buds sample J from hardwood cuttings taken on Decem-
ber 20, 1977 ~ 
l. Analysis of variance 
Analysis of variance (25, 182) was used on the c omputer (5) to 
determine if statistically significant differences existed among 
cultivars and and c1titivar-ploidy combinations for the parameters 
j ust mentioned. Treating cul tivars that ex.})ibi ted two ploidy levels 
as two separate cultivar-ploidy combinations (TRT) removed differences 
due to ploidy levels, per se, which conceivably may have led to 
erroneous conclusions about significant differences among cultivars 
when analyzed for significant differences with no regard to cultivars 
that exhibited more than one ploidy level. 
2. Duncan's multjple range test 
This test (92) was employed t o see if these cultivar-ploidy 
combinations (TRT l-17) broke down into discernible categories over 
the measured parameters, using a 0.05 level of significance. It also 
provides a list of cultivar-ploidy (TRT l-17) means for a quick visual 
comparison f or the parameter in interestg 
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3. Group comparisons 
Student's t test (182) was employed to test the null hypothesis 
that either the tetraploid mean or diploid mean 1-ms greater, dependin~ 
on the parameter, and thus the difference between these sample means 
being significant. These comparisons i nclude commercial diploids 
(all diploids except ISU selections) versus commercial tetraploids 
('Deatrix Farrand' and 'Karl Sax'), comme r cial tetraploids versus 
f· ovata , and all diploids versus all tetraploids (including auto-
tetraploids) o 
ho Subset analysis 
The subset analysis section includes only thos e cultivars that 
contained both diploids and induced autotetraploids. These included 
F. virdissima, I· europae, 'Arnold's Brilliant', and ISU #12. Analysis 
of variance technique ( 25, 182) was used to determine varia+,i on due 
to cultivar, pl oidy, and cultivar X ploidy interaction. The effect 
of induced autotetraploidy on the expression of the physiolo~ical 
or morphological parameter is shown by the main effect of ploidy 
in the subset analysis. In cases uhere a significant interaction 
was found between cultivar and ploidy, an accompanying figure is 
included to illustrate this variationo 
So Strength of relat ionships 
Correlation coefficients (182) and their significance were 
calculated to measure the strength of relationships between 1977 
and 1978 mist-forced bloom with the res t of the morphological and 
physiological parameters measured in thjs experimento 
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V. PRESENTATION OF REStJLTS 
A. Induced Polyploidy 
Of the )6 colchicine-treated Forsythia shrubs that were con-
sidered to be possible pol yploids , only 8 were proven to be by 
chromosome counts . Photomicrographs of these pol}Tloids are shown 
for these cultivars: f.· virdissima (Fi f~ures 21 and 22), E• europae 
(Figure 23), ' Arnold ' s Brilliant ' (Figures 24- 26), and ISU #12 
(Figures 27 and 28) . Figure 29 exhibits the diploid chromosome number 
of 28 , and is included as a comparison to the pol)~loid photomicro-
graphs . 
D. Flower Bud Hardiness 
L Genotypic variation 
Flower bud hardiness was measured direct l y as mist-~orced blooms 
per cultivar and cultivar-pl oidy combination (TRT l-17) from hardwood 
cuttings in 1977 and 1978. Tables 1 and 2 show the analysis for 
flower bud hardiness in 1977 and 1978, respectively. Section I of 
Table 1 and 2 show that highly significant differences wer e found 
among cul tivars in 1977 and 1978, and amonp; cul tivar-ploidy com-
binations in 1978" Significant differ ences in mist-forced blooms 
wer e found among cultivar-pl oidy combi na+,i ons in 1977, also. 
Section II of Tables 1 and 2 exhibi t cultivar-pl0idy combination 
means for mist-f orced Llooms from hard'rmod cuttings in 1977 and 1978, 
respectively . Although significant di r rerences vfere found in mi st-
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Figure 21. 
Figure 22. 
Figure 23. 
Figure 24. 
Photomicrograph of root tip cell of F. virdissima (Shrub 
I.D . #43) showing ploidy of 4N = 56.- (Approx. 3600 X) 
Photomicrograph of root tip cell of F. virdissima (Shrub 
I.D. #49) showinc: ploidy o-f 4N = 56.- (Approx. 3600 X) 
Photomicrograph of shoot t".p cell of F. europae (Shrub 
I.D. #59) shoHing ploidy of WJ = 56. -(Approx. 3600 X) 
Photomicrograph of root tip cell of 'Arnold's Brilliant' 
(Shrub I.D. #53) showing ploidy of 4N = 56. (Approx. 
3600 X) 
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Figure 25o Photo~icrograph of shoot tip cell of ' Arnold's Brilliant' 
(Shrub I. D. #55) showing poidy of 4N = 56 o (Approx. 3600 X) 
Fi r,ure 26 . Photomicrograph of root tip cell of 'Arnold's Brilliant' 
(Shrub I. D. #56) sho1-ring ploidy of 4N = )6. (Approx. 3600 X) 
Figure 27. Photomicrograph of root tip cell of ISU #12 (Shrub I.D. #50) 
showing ploidy of 4N = 56. (Approx. 3600 X) 
Figure 28 o Photomicrograph of root tip cell of ISU #12 (Shrub I. D. #SL~) 
showing ploidy of 4N = 56. (Approx. 3600 X) 
Figure 29. Photomicrograph of root tip cell of F. virdissima (Shrub 
I.D. #93) showing ploidy of 2N = 28.-
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T:tl.Jlc 1. Analysis of mist- f orced b looms per cultivar and c"Gl tivar-
ploidy combination from hardHood cuttings taken on March 1, 
1977. 
l'ro'l1ubi.l:i. ty of r,rea t~r F 
Ju;IOll ! ~ cul l.j v :t r:: 
Amnnr: c11 H ,ivar- plo:i cl,y combj~ :: Liorw (TTiT 1-17) 
OoOOY<* 
Oo012* 
TII.T ( C11ll.:i.var-ploid,y ~o1nl; in e\.-l:. ion) 
1 1 Sprin g Glo'·~·- ' ( 2N )--- -------------------
2 F. euror<~c ( ;~r-J)- -------------------------
3 'f. .jDfGll :Lea ( 2i !) -------------------------
)~ 1 Arn.olrl' s lir.i lli D.l tt' ( 2!!)----------------
~ Fo vlrdi::;c>Jr,l:..t ( 2IJ)-----------------------
6 Ysu 1/12 (2r.i)-----------------------------
7 P. vi rdisdma korean:_'. ( 2H)----------------
G V. matG:"-1 r.uL,Jsta 1\'2N") -------------------
9 'f. Q\rat,;-, (!IIi.) ( 2\.l) ----·-------------------
] 0 f . ovato.. ( 2IJ )----------------------------
11 Isuf710(2N)-----------------------------
12 1Bcotrix Farrnnrl ' (L,lJ)-------------------
13 'Kar l Sa."< 1 (hf!)-----...:--------------------
1)1 !_. europae ( :ind\1ced l.tN)------------------
V~ 'A n,n]• 1 ' : , r.r·illi~1t 1 (iJ lcltJ.c ecllti!) --------
1(, F. v.i . n1.i. :-: ~;im:~. ( j_nclucccl uN)---------------
17 Tsu (./12 (induced h.I·n---------------------
III. Grour Comparisous 
N 
7 
9 
11 
7 
3 
3 
8 
14 
2 
8 
4 
3 
u 
1 
3 
2 
2 
o.oo 
o.oo 
L73 
0.86 
o.oo 
9o3J 
L50 
7.36 
o.so 
3o88 
14o50 
o.oo 
OoOO 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.so· 
Grour · 1.nc 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
AB 
B 
AB 
B 
B 
A 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
91 2 • 86 Overall !lean 
A o Uctvmcn conmt:rcio..l diploids :md c onnncrci<:l] t·~ '~ rap] oids 
~~ and ~H< denotes 
throughout ~ 
C CJntmcrc i <Ll d j ]'lt d ' b 
Cortw~rcial t~ ~~rarloj_d:; 
Difference 
t = 
s i gnificance at the 0~05 
!J 
2ou9 69 6.3 
Oo1u 7 o.u 
2.35 no significance 
0&98, 74 d.f. 
and 0.01 l evel, respectively, 
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Table 1. (Continued) 
B. Behve en f. ovata and commercial tctraploids 
He an 
F. ovata 
Commercial tetru.ploids 
Difference 3 .. 74** 
t = 3.49, 13 d.f. 
C. Deh Jeen all diploids . and all t e traplo:i ds 
All ct_i_ploids 
All tetraploids 
IV o Subset Analys is 
Difference 
t 
Mean 
3 .. 39 
0.13 
3 .. 26* 
= 1.75, 89 
N 
76 
15 
d .. f. 
SD 
.SD 
7 .. 2 
0.4 
A. Crossed classification with number of variates within. 
Cultivar 
Eo europae 
'A:rn o1d' s Brilliant 1 
fo virdissima 
Isu Hll:' 
Bo Analysis of variance 
S our ce of variation 
Cultivar 
Ploidy 
Cnl t ivnr X Ploidy 
Error 
Correc Letl Total 
d ofo 
3 
1 
3 
22 
29 
Ploidy 
2 ).l. 
9 
7 
3 
3 
HnSo 
43 .. 7 
11 .. 8 
27 .. 8 
19 .. 5 
1 
3 
2 
2 
Fo 
2.24 
0.,61 
1..43 
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Tabl e 2. Analysis of mist-forced b looms per cultivar and cultivar-
ploiqy combination from hardwood cuttings taken on March 1, 
1978 . 
I . Jmalvsis of 'Jarj .-mce Frob ub:tl:i ty of r, r ea t e r F 
]UliOJ l : ~ c ttll.jvar·:: 
Am~ -·nr: c11l Livar-ploid,y cornbj r.: : Lions (TilT l-17) 
TII.T ( C,,_li_. Lvar-ploidy combinat ion) N 
1 1 Sprin g Glo,_-~· 1 ( 2H)---------------------- 7 
2 F. europnc (2N)-------------------------- 7 
J E. jOJ' Gl l.lC<l ( 2il )----------~-------------- 10 
!1 1 Ar11ol.rl' s Ud lli n.11t' ( 21!)---------------- 5 
) F. ·Jin·U ~~;ir.ta ( 2!1) ----------------------- 3 
6 Ysu 1112 ( 2!-i )----------------------------- 2 
7 F. virdissima kon<1n~1 ( 2H)---------------- 8 
fl i7. mn.\· ..:1-lr.ub ll_::;ta ' ('2N") -------------------14 
9 F. ovat:\ (l iA) ( 2JJ) -------------- --------- 2 
JO F. · ovata ( 2!J )---------------------------- 8 
11 1sui7IO( 2N )-------------------.:._________ 4 
12 1 lk:;.trh Farrnnrl 1 (!IN)------------------- 4 
13 1 Kurl Sa.v.: 1 ( l1t!) -------------------------- 4 
lh F. ·eurupae ( ·i_ndt,ced l.1i-J)------------------ -
v~ ' AJ'li 0 }1 11 : , Gr'illi<1nt 1 (h,clncecl llli)-------- 3 
J.(, F. v.i.rd.i. :-:r:i m.: ( j nducc:d U!-J)--------------- -
17 lbU P12 (inrl.uccd lu·J)--------------------- 2 
0 .OOOl~H~ 
O.OOOl~H~ 
li 1!!J.I1 Grou1 ·Lnc 
o.oo D 
o.oo D 
0.10 D 
0.20 CD 
o.oo D 
4.50 A 
3.00 B 
1.07 c 
o.oo D 
0.63 CD 
3.25 AB 
o.oo D 
o.oo D 
o.oo D 
o.od D 
~ 0.82 Overall !lean 
2.21 (2.7 X) 
III. Group Comparisons 
A o Detvrcon comm c: rcin.l diploids nnd c onnncrc i nJ tc•~r<:ploids 
Cnntme:::T·.ial djpl o:i tb 
C ormv~rcial tc~~rarlo~_ d.s 
Di fference 
t = 
IJ 
64 
8 
CD 
70 
Table 2. (Continued) 
B. Beh:een Ji'. ovata. and commercial tetrarloids 
Hean 
F. ovnta 
Cornmcrcial tet:.ro.ploicls 
Difference og63* 
t = 2 Qhl, 14 d.f. 
C. Bch1een all diploids and all t etraploi ds 
All d:iploids 
All tetraploids 
Difference 
t = 
IV n Subset Analysis 
Mean N 
OQ97~* 
2 Q32, Bl dgf. 
SD 
SD 
A. Crossed classification 1-li th number of variates within. 
Cultivar 
!:: o europae 
1 Arno1d1 s Brilliant 1 
Fo virdissimn 
ISU 7f lL 
Bo Analysis of variance 
Source of variation 
Cnltivar 
Ploidy 
Cultivar X Ploidy 
Error 
Correctect Total 
1 
1 
1 
8 
11 
Ploidy 
2 b. 
s 3 
2 2 
HoSo 
74Q1~H:­
J6QC).l~* 
BBQS~* 
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forced blooms among cultivars and cultivar- ploidy combinations, it 
should be noted that very little bloom occurred during 1977 and 1978. 
Cultivars that exhibited relatively good bloom included E:_. ovata, 
!· ovata 'Robusta', ISU #10, and ISU //12. Tetraploids, as a group, 
produced little, if any, bloom. 
In addition, Figure 30 shows that the flower buds of most of 
the cultivars and cultivar- ploidy combinat ions for 1978 bloom counts 
were already killed Ly December, 1977. It should be noted that the 
percentages of live buds f or the selections, however , were much 
greater than that of their parents. ~lthough not recorded in any of 
the tables, these seedlin ~ s bloomed very well in the spri ng of 1978. 
It should be noted al s o from Section II of Tables 1 and 2 that 
the overall mean of mi st-forced bl ooms from hardwood euttings went 
down from 1977 to 1978. This is rl.ue , in part , to +,he fact that an 
overall average of 26.91 hardwood cuttings \.vere taken from each shrub 
in 1977, whereas only an overall average of 9.96 hardHood cuttings 
were taken in 1978. So to compare data taken from harrl.wood cuttin~s 
in 1977 with data taken "rom 1978 hardvrood cuttincs, a factor of 
26.91/9.96, or 2.7, should be used to multiply the overall mean of 
the 1978 variable that is beint: compared to the 1977 variable. These 
variables include 1978 mist-forc ed bloom, node counts, regenerative 
shoots, and flower Lud load (T ables 2, 7, 9, and 11, respectively). 
So appearing just below the ove r all mean of these charar teristics in 
Section II of Tables 2, 7, 9, and 11 is the product of the overall 
~ 
~ 
H 
E-< 
H 
~ 
u 
!• europae (2n and hn) 
F. · a on i ca ( hn) 
F o ovata 2n) 
F. virdissima ( l.m) 
7!12 ISU ( 2n and l.m) 
'Arnold's Brilliant (2n and lm) 
'Karl Sax' (l.m) 
'Sunrise' ( 2n) 
o,t 
'Beatrix Farrand' (l.m) 
F.~ 'Robusta' (2n) 
Oo~ 
Fo japonica (2n) 
loO% 
(2n) 
virdissima koreana (2n) 
So 
10 20 30 
LIVE FLOWER BUDS (%) 
Selections from single cross 
progefiy of 'Arnold's Brilliant 1 
X F. europae (Sl-510) (2n) 
)Uol% 
Second selections from an 
initial· open-pollinated 
F • ~ (SSl-SSJJ) (2n) 
34.8% 
40 so 
Fi t;ur e 30. ! crcentagc:::; o ~ 2.1\r:; -"2.::-··~~ ':-u"''~ on ll"'!"cnr+.h-i e: ~,, +.(•,ar s a n d sel ec ticm.J sa.r~pled on 
J c-:: :.:mber 1 md 2C , 1977 . Sa..,]"lin ;:; si ze:: c:qual8 _, r;c, flmver buds pe r shrub per 
st<.";;litP ·int e and ·,tiliz od 2-h sl--1r '1us ;:.)c r c ·~2.tj .,rar und S- 10 shruts : .er sE::lection gr oup . 
--.J 
r-: 
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mean times 2o7 , :which r epreE:ent a "corrected" overall mean, for direct 
comr arison wi th 1977 overall means. However, even using t hi s 
" corrected" l97fl overall mean, mist-forced bloom per cnltivar-
pl oi dy combination still decrease s substantially from 1977 to 1978. 
2 . Variat ion between ploidy l evels 
Secticn III of Tables 1 and 2 com~~ are certain ; r oups on the 
basis of ploidy level~, while section I V used anal;rsis of variance 
technique to test for the effect of cultivar, ploi dy, and cultivar X 
ploidy interaction on a subset of cul tivars that contained both diploid 
and induced tetraploid sh rubso In 1977, [• ovata had highly sig-
nific~~tly gr eater bloom than commercial tetraploids, and diploids, 
a s a gr oup , bloomed significantly bette r than tetraploids, as a gr oup . 
In 1978, commercial d' plaids and F • . ovata bloomed significantly better --
than the commercial tetraploids , and all diploids, as a g roup , bloomed 
highly s i gnificantly better than tetraploids , as a group. 
Section IV , Table 2, shows tha:. induced polyploidy had hi~hly 
si6nificant effect on 1978 mist-forced bloom, although this was not 
elri. dent in 1977. Highly significant c ontributions to the t otal 
corrected sums of squares oft he subset analysis by cultivar anct 
cultivar X ploidy interaction were al so recorded. Thi s cultivar X 
ploj ely interaction is illustrated in Figure 3lo It is felt , however, 
that t hes e results should not be given much wei ght l:ecause of the v ery 
small mean square error for the 1978 subset analysi_s of mi st-forced 
Lloom and the very small amount of bloom recorded i n 1978. 
..,, 
.,.-· J.. v 
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s ISU #12 
e:; 
0 
....:I 4 ~ 
r=l 
[.il 
u 
~ J 0 
rT-
I 
E-" 
{f) 
H 2 :--~ 
co 
['-
cr-.. 
r-i l 
' Ar nol d ' s Br illia·1t' 
2 4 
PLC IDY 
:llustrot;if'Il of ~-:,~jf'-'r:ar.• C' ']f:,iv~r! rloirly ~ n ~,prn r>H"n 
r r om subset analysis of 1978 mist-forced bloom . 
C ~ :::valuation o"' Cutt:ns Cha:cac':,erist:.c;; 
lo Softwood cuttin~s 
Rootin~ ability Has measur erl fro:n 6 inch softwood cuttings 
taken fr orr each shrub in the Handomi z. e l Plan-t.ing on JunA j , 1977 . 
Roo tin;; aL i.li ty was quantiC.ed by th e number of day::: to r each sampling 
stae;e, number of roots greater than 2 mm at samplin~ star:;e , o.nd 
cunul ::l!· i.ve root l ew~th per cul tivar at sDlTlpline; star;e . 
~ · Days to reacl:. sampl i.n g sta;;e Highly si ;;ni ~i. c<J..nt clifferences 
in number of days to reach root s arTlir1'3 sta-e 1,;-e re fo1md arnon<~ cultivars 
and cul tiva::-- - ploLiy combino. :.ions (Section I , Table 3) • Sr:'c t- ion II , 
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Table 3~ Analysis of numbers of days to reach root samplin~ stage 
f rom softwood cuttings taken on June 5, 1977. 
I. Jmalysi s of 'Jari:mce Frob ubility of gn~atcr F 
/l Jl JOll l~ C. ll ll .. j v :t r·:: 
Amt'n r: Clllt:i.var-ploicl,y combjJ1 :1Lions (TriT l-17) 
TILT (C n.l+.i.var-ploidy ~oJllbi.nation) N 
J. 1 Spring Glo~::; 1 ( 2N)--------------:--------- 7 
2 F. europuc (2N)-~------------------------ 7 
J 'f. :jo.rcrd.ca ( 2if)------------------------- 9 
)~ 1 Arnold's Ud lli n.nt' ( 2!!)---------------- 7 
) F. virdi :Js:i.r,n ( 2IJ) ----------------------- 3 
6 Ysu //12 (21-i)----------------------------- 3 
7 F. vi rdis ::: irna ko r<:ana ( 2IJ)----------- ----- 8 
[l V. ov n. t.D:''r.oLllf;ta'\'2N') ------------------- 14 
9 F. ovatr', (l~A) (2IJ)----------------------- 2 
J 0 F'. ovaLo. ( 2N )---------------------------- 8 
11 Ysuf'1j])(2rJ)------------------------_: ____ . 4 
12 1Bcatr:i.x Fa.rro.nd 1 (LIN)------------------- 4 
13 1 Ka r l Sa."{' (!~!!)-------------------------- 4 
l)l .!:, • europae ( :!.ndvced br.J)------------------ 1 
1 ~ 1AJ'1 10l1 1. 1 : , GrHJj_;cnt' (jndnccd )!1;)-------- -
1(, . F. v .i.n l.i. c: s.Lm:1. ( i nduced wn--------------- 2 
17 Tsu ,J12 (induced 4N)---------------------
III. .Group Comparisons 
0 .. 0001~* 
0.0001*~~-
ll C!ill1 G rou J'i.nc 
2L86 D 
20.29 D 
31.67 A 
22.57 D 
20.67 D 
26.67 BCD 
25.63 CD 
24 .. 29 D 
21.50 D 
25 .. 25 CD 
. 29.50 ABC 
31.00 AB 
26.00 BCD 
27 .. 00 ABCD 
19 .. 00 D 
Ao Betwe en commc:re:in.l diploids ~md conlmc rcinJ t c Lrc.ploids 
ll c:.lll IJ :::;o 
C nm.m erc. ial dj pl ld cl~J 24 .. 46 65 4 .. 4 
C ortm r~ rcial k~:,rarlo~. d.s 28 .. 50 8 3 .. 7 
Difference 4o04* 
t = lo 74, 71 d.f. 
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Tabl e 3. (Continued) 
B. Beb-.reen F. ovata and commercial tetraploids 
Hean N SD 
F. ovn.ta 2So2S 8 2.S 
Commercial tetraploids 28.So 8 3.7 
Difference 3.25* 
t = 2.05, 14 c.i.t. 
C. Beh1een all diploids and all t etraploi ds 
All diploids 
All tetraploicls 
IV~ Subset Anal ysis 
Difference 
t 
Mean N SD 
24.83 72 4.6 
26.63 11 . 4.9 
1.80 no significance 
1.20, 81 d.f. 
A. Cros s ed classification with number of variates within. 
Cultivar 
!::_. europae 
'Arn oJ.d' s Brilliant' 
Fo virdissima 
rsu it l~ 
Do Analysis of variance 
Sourc e of variation d.f. 
Cultivar 1 
Ploidy 1 
Cul tivar X Ploidy 1 
Error 9 
Corrected Total 12 
Ploidy 
2 )..j. 
7 
3 
H.S. 
3.9 
3.7 
39.1 
2.9 
1 
2 
F. 
1.34 
1.28 
13.48** 
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Table 3, illustrates average number of days to reach root sampling 
stage among the cultivar-ploidy combinations (TRT 1-17) and groupings 
based on a Oo05 level of significance. It should be noted that in-
duced polyploidy had the effect of completely inhibiting root formation 
on cuttings of both 'Arnold's Brilliant' and ISU #12 during the 
course of t his study. The other tetraploids were slou to root except 
the 4N F. virdissima , which was the most rar id of all cultivars. 
On that basis , one would expect to see a significant cultivar X 
ploidy interaction within the subset analysis in Section IV. 
Section III shows that commercial diploids and I· ovata reached 
root sampling sta[ e significantly sooner than commercial tetraploids, 
but no significant difference was found between all diploids and all 
tetraploids. As expected, Section IV shows a highly significant 
cultivar X ploidy interaction in the subset analysis, and is illustrated 
in Figure 32. 
Although no significant differences in number of days to reach 
root sampling stage were found in the sub set analysis among cul ti vars, 
it should be noted that induced tetraploids of 1 Arnold's Brilliant' 
and ISU #12 failed to root, so incomplete data did not allow these 
cultivars to be a part of the subset analysis, even though induced 
polyploidy clearly had an inhibitory effect on root formation on 
these cultivars. 
b. Root number greater than 2 mm at sampling stage Table 4 
shovJS the analysis of number of roots per cul tivar and cul tivar-ploidy 
combination greater than 2 mm at sampli ng stage. Section I shows 
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Table 4,. Analysis of roots greater than 2 mm at sampling stage 
p e r cultivar and cultivar-ploidy combination on softwood 
cuttings taken on June 5, 1977. 
I. Am.lysis of 'Jnri:mce Frobubili ty of r,re<Jtcr F 
llm oll ;: cttll.:iv: t r·:: · 
Am nnr: c11l Livar-ploidy combj ndions (TnT 1-17) 
0.0001** 
0 .OOOl*l~ 
Tft.T ( Cnl t.:i.var-ploi~· cornbinn.i.,ion) N l1can Groul'~.nc 
'Sprin ~ Glo~y ' (2N)---------------------- 7 191.7 
2 F. europnc (2N)-------------------------- 7 106.8 
3 'f. jO.f'Cilica (2il)------------------------- 9 50o7 
h 1 Arnolrl' s Ud lli aut 1 ( 2!-!)---------------- 7 125.9 
S F. vlrdj.orij_Mci (2N)----------------------- 3 117.0 
6 Ysu //12 (2I·l)----------------------------- 3 4L5 
7 F. virdissima korc.ana ( 2H)--------------- 8 82.1 
G V. ov .J. ta' J:.obnfJta' ("2N") ------------------- 14 69.8 
9 F. ova to-, (l~A) ( 2IJ)----------------------- 2 191.5 
J.O F'. ovat.J. ( 21-l )------------------------:---- 8 8L9 
11 Tsu/710( 2i·J )----------------------------- 4 38 .J 
12 · 'Dcatrb: Farrand' (tiN)--.:.----:------------ 4 69.6 
13 'Karl Sa.'C 1 (hH)-------------------------- 4 69.1 
ll1 E.• europae ( :1.ndu.ced hN)----------~------- 1 69.2 
J.~ 'Ant o]• 11 <, r.rHliant' (induced ltJ.l)-------- -
1 
1(, F. vi.nl_i_::s.irnr!. (induced uN)--------------- 2 103.7 
17 Tsu P.12 (induced w·n---------------------
A 
A 
BC 
EF 
B 
BC 
EF 
CDE 
DEF 
CDE 
F 
DEF 
DEF 
DEF 
BCD 
~ 91.1 Overall !lean 
III. Group Comparisous 
A. Detv1ccn commcreial diploids ~md comTncrci.a1 tctruploids 
ll (~:111 IJ 0 0 
Cn~tmerd. a1 djplo:i tl~; 99.2 65 5.2.0 
Cortm,~rcial t8~~rarJ.o~_ ds 69.4 8 16.4 
Difference 29.8** 
t = 12.0, 71 d.f. 
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To.blo 49 (Continued) 
B. Bett.-:een f. ovata and commercial tetraploids 
He an SD 
F. ovata 
Commercial tetra loids 
8 
8 
Difference l2e no significance 
t = 1.28, 14 d.f. 
C. :Geh1een all diploids and all t e traploj ds 
All diploids 
All tetraplo:i.ds 
Difference 
Mean N SD 
93.4 72 52.8 
75o6 11 19.5 
t = 
17.8 no significance 
1.11, 81 d.L 
IV 3 Subset Analysis 
A. Crossed classification with number of variates Hi thin. 
Cultivar 
Ia europae 
'Arn old's Brilliant' 
Fa virdissima 
Isu 1'l12 
Bo Analysis of variance 
Source of variat ion dof3 
Cultivar 1 
Ploidy 1 
Cul t i vo.r X Ploidy l 
Error 9 
Corrected. Total 12 
Ploidy 
2 !.~-
7 1 
3 2 
H3S o F3 
283ol 0.18 
720.9 0.47 
731.8 0.42 
1534.9 
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~ 30 0 F. eur oEae ~ 
F-< 
tl) 
C'J z 
H 
H 
ll. ...,- o--~ 20 (/) --o 
E-< F. virdissima 0 
g 
:I: 
0 
2J p:: 10 
0 
E-< 
(/) 
~ 
r::l 
2 4 
PLOIDY 
Fi VIre 32~ Illus tration of significant cultivar X pl oidy interaction 
f rom subset analysis of number of days to reach root 
sampling stage . 
highly s:i.[;nificant rjj ff c ren r.ec- nrnon~ cul ~.ivn.r s and cultivar-pl oirl.y 
comb :i.nations (TRT l-17). Th e data in Section II, Taulc S, show t hat 
except for 4 N I · virdistdma , tetraploids Here bel m1 the overall mean 
for this characteristic . However , 3 dipl oi ds (.£:.. japonica, ISU #12, 
and ISU #10) Here considerably below the tetraploids in root number 
if the 2 tetraploids that d-:d not root are not considered~ 
Section III shows that c omme r cial diploid s had highly significant-
ly more roots ~r8ater t han 2 mm at sampling stage than commercial 
tetrapl oi ds. Ho wev er, Section IV show~ t hat with i n .!:_. europae and 
F. vi rdis s i ma , these di fferences in nunb er of roots greater than 2 
rnrn at samplin~ stage are not great enough to be significant within 
th e subset analysis. 
Co Cumul ative root length Table 5, Section I, shows highly 
significant differences i n cumulative root length among cultivars and 
cultivar - pl oidy combinations (TRT 1-17) at root saopling stageo 
Section I I sh mvs the breakdown of mean cumulative root lengths for 
the cultivar-ploidy combinations (TRT 1-17). The relative relation-
ships among cultivar-ploidy combinations are quite similar to those 
foun d for r oo t number. 
Secti on III shows no significant differences in cumulative root 
l ength b et we en any of the group comparisons , al thour,h d_i_ploids 
consistent l y showed greater root lengtho The standard deviation for 
t his characteristic was large, so even th ough consistent differences 
in cumulat ive root length were found between c omparisons of diploids 
versus tetraploids, no significance was obtained. This large standard 
deviation translated into a relatively large mean square error for the 
subset anal ysis in Section IV, and consequently, no significant 
differences were found between F. europae and F. virdissima cultivars 
or ploidy l evels. 
2. Hardwood cuttings 
The hardwood cuttings that \-lere forced for bloom counts in the 
springs of 1977 2nd 1978 were also evaluated for node counts, re-
generative shoot counts, and various measurements of flower bud load. 
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Table ~ .. A::1alysis of cu.nmlative root len€;th (em) per cultivar and 
cu ltivar-ploidy combination f rom softwood cuttings taken 
on June ~' l977e 
I. AnG.lv.sis of '!ariance Frol.J<Jbili ty of r,reatcr F 
/ll'IOJI ; ~ C1l li .j v ;• r·:: 
Amnnr. c11 ltivar-ploidy combj r.:: tions (TiiT 1-17) 
N 
1 1 Spri n i; Glo~:;/ ' ( 2N)~--------------------- 7 
2 ~. eurOJ·C:CC U~JJ)-------------------------- 7 
J £.• jO.j•Gil iGa ( ~i l)------------------------- 9 
)~ 'Arno1rl's Lrillio..llt' (2JT)---------------- 7 
S F. vlrcU c<>ir.l:..t (2!I)--------------------..: __ 3 
6 Isu /112 (2r·i)------·----------------------- 3 
7 F. virdi s:::ima korc.an~1 ( 2!~)------------·--- 8 
G V. o·Ja{al J:.oLllsta' (2N') ------------------- 14 
9 F. ovat..-, (l'tl\.) ( 2J.i)----------------------- 2 
J 0 F. ovatn (21'!)---------------------------- 8 
11 Isuf7l0( 21-~ )----------------------------- 4 
12 'Dcat r:ix F'~:J.rro.nd' UrN)------------------- 4 
lJ 1 Karl Sa.."{' Ott!)-------------------------- 4 
llr _!::. europae ( :i nd\1ced hn)------------------ 1 
J.~~ 1/u·no]• 11 : , Gr-illi~1.nt 1 (inclnccd biJ)-------- -
1 0 F. v_i nE~:[;im<~ (induced u.N)--------------- 2 
17 Tsu P.12 ( induced !.!1·0--------------------- -
0 .OOOl~Ht 
O.OOOl~Ht 
llt!<ll1 Groul''inc 
203.8 AB 
105.2 CD 
61.7 D 
132.~ c 
158.6 BC 
39.6 D 
87.8 D 
87.9 D 
257.1 A 
100.0 CD 
47.3 D 
102.2 CD 
83 .. 5 D 
75 .. 8 D 
90.2 CD 
-----
83 104e2 Overall !lean 
III. Group Cof7lpnrisous 
Ao Bctvmen connncrcin.J. diploids ;md connncrciDJ t c '~ raplo:i.d.s 
G rmtme l'r. ial dj pled d~; 
Cortmr.~rcial b~~:,rar1o~_ds 
Di ffcrcnce 
t = 
IJ 3D 
113.0 65 63.4 
92.9 8 41.4 
20.1 no significance 
0.87, 7l d.f. 
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Tnhle 5, (Continue d) 
B. Bet,,;een Ji'. C.'vata &nd commercial tctra!'loids 
He an SD 
F. ovata 116.1 8 30.1 
Commercial tetroploicls 92.9 8 41.4 
Difference 
t = 
23.2 no significance 
1.28, 14 d.f. 
C. Betl.-J een all diploids and all t etraploj ds 
All diploids 
All tetraploids 
Difference 
Hean N SD 
106.3 72 64.0 
90.9 11 36.1 
t = 
15.h no significance 
0.78, 81 d.f. 
IVo Subset Analysis 
A. Crossed classification with number of variates Hithin. 
Cultivar 
Io europac 
'Arn old'" Brilliant' 
Fo virdissima 
ISU #1'2. 
Bo Analysis of variance 
Sourc e of variation d.f. 
Cultivar 1 
PJ.oidy 1 
Cul tivar X Ploidy 1 
Error 9 
Corrected Total 12 
Ploidy 
2 )~ 
7 1 
3 2 
H.S o Fo 
2711.0 0.65 
2957.2 o. 71 
3402.1 0.82 
4163.8 
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In additi on to these hardwood cuttir.gs, flmver bud water cu ntent and 
extracellulur freez-inp, points were mea:::ured from harduood cuttings 
taicen in Hovember and December, 1977. 
a. Node counts Tables 6 and 7 represent the analysis of node 
counts per cultivar and cultivar-ploidy combination for 1977 and 
1978, r espectively. Section I shows bighly significant differences 
in node counts were found among cultivars and cultivar-ploidy com-
binations (TRT l-17) in 1977 and 1978. Section II separates the 
cultivar-ploidy combinations (TRT l-17) by means and groupings of 
those means. The tetraploids were grouped around the overall mean 
in 1977, but they were all below it in 1978. Note that the overall 
11 corrected" mean for 1978 is lower than the 1977 overall mean. 
Section III, Table 6, shows no significant differences in any 
of the group comparisons, while Section IV shows no effect due to 
induced polyploidy of K• europae, 'Arnold's Hrilliant', F . virdissima, 
and ISU #12 on node counts from 1977 hardwood cuttings. Section III-C, 
Table ?,shows that in 1978, hmvever , all diploids , as a group , ex-
hibited a greater number of nodes than tetraploids . Section IV , 
Table 7, shows that induced polyploidy in 'Arnold's Brilliant' and 
F. virdissima had significant inhibi tory effects on node counts of 
1973 hardwood cuttin~s. 
b. Regenerative shoot counts Analyses of rep,enerative shoot 
counts from 1977 and 1978 hardwood cuttings are sllown in Tables 8 and 
9, respectively. Section I shows highly significant differen~es 
among cul ti vars and cul ti var- ploidy combinH +,ions in both years . 
Table 6., Analysis of node counts pe r cul tivar and cul tivar-ploidy 
combination from hard\vood cuttings taken on 'Harch 1, 1977. 
I. Jma1ysis of 'Jari.:cnce Frobabili ty of r,reatcr F 
Anion :; C.lll!-.jv ;n·: : 
Amnnr: C1J lti.var-ploidy combj n:!l:.ions (TnT l-17) 
TilT (Cnlt'i.var-ploid,y coJTlbinn.-l:.ion ) N 
1 I Spri n.:; Glo~."J-' ( ar) ---------------------- 7 
2 F. europ~c (2H)-------------------------- 9 
3 t . .jo.pcll:Lca (2P)-------- -----------------11 
)~ 1/i.mol.rJ's Ldllin11t 1 (21!)---------------- 7 
) F. virdi:]~iir.la ( 2IJ) ----------------------- 3 
6 Ysu 1112 (2r.i)----------------------------- 3 
7 Ji' . virdissima koruma ( 2!~ )---------------- 8 
G V. ovo.tCl"l J:.ol:Jllsta ' (2N") ------------------- 14 
9 F. ovat:-, (lU\.) ( 21·!) ----·---------- --------- 2 
10 F. ovato. ( 2ll )---------------------------- 8 
11 Ysuf710( 2i'1)----------------------------- 4 
12 'Dcatrix Farrand ' (LIN)------------------- 3 
lJ 1 Karl Sa'<:' (ht!)-------------------------- 4 
lh _!::. europae ( :i.nduced ).IN)------------------ 1 
1~ 1An1oJ.• 1 ' : , fdlli::cr1~' (induced L1ll)-------- 3 
1(, F . v.i . nU~:~:.i.mn. (induced UN)--------------- 2 
17 fsu #12 (induced w·J)--------------------- 2 
0.0001** 
0.0001~H:-
lh.!un GrouJ'~.nc 
222.6 AB 
248.1 A 
125.6 D 
198.1 BC 
204o8 ABC 
157.4 CD 
109.6 BCD 
198 .. 2 BC 
192v0 DCD 
187.3 DCD 
194.2 BCD 
186.0 DCD 
182.7 BCD 
194o8 BCD 
199.7 ABC 
187 .2 BCD 
.175. 7 DCD 
n- 207 • S Overall !lean 
III. Group Comparisons 
A o Detv1ecn connnt:re:i.nl diploids 3nd connnc rcinJ tct:,raplo:i.ds 
Cn~tmerc.i al dj pl oj tls 
Cortmcrcial te~:,rarloids 
Difference 
t == 
Jl e<-111 IJ :JO 
193.6 69 49o4 
184 .1 7 8.2 
9o5 no significance 
Oo51, 74 d ofo 
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Table 6. (Continued) 
13 . Bett,;een f. ovata d.l1d commercial tctrarloids 
Henn SD 
F. ovnta 187gJ 8 48u2 
Commercial tetraploid's 184ul 7 8u2 
Difference 
t = 
3.2 no significance 
0 ul7' 13 do f • 
C. Beh:een al l diploids and all t e traploj ds 
All diploids 
All tetraploids 
Mean N SD 
192u2 76 49g3 
187u2 lS 28u9 
Difference 5u0 no significance 
0.38, 89 dgfo t = 
IVo Subset Analysis 
A. Crossed classification Hi th number of variates within. 
Cultivar 
.!::.• europae 
1 Am old's Brilliant 1 
F. virdissima 
Isu ?112 
Eo Analysis of variance 
Source of variation 
Cultivar 
Ploidy 
Cul tivar X Ploidy 
Corrected Total 
3 
1 
3 
22 
29 
Ploidy 
2 4 
9 
7 
3 
3 
7616u7 
3368.5 
o.o 
2868.4 
1 
3 
2 
2 
2u66 
Ll7 
o.oo 
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Table 7 • Analysis of node counts per cultivar and cul t ivar-
ploidy combination from hardwood cuttin~s taken on Harch 1, 
1978 .. 
I. Jm~d.)· 0is of 'Jad:mce Frobobili ty of r,re!:l ter F 
APJon r: cull.:iv a c:: 
Arn c,nr:: Clllt ·var-ploicly cornl.dn :: Liom:; (TriT 1-17) 
Tfi.T ( C11).j. :i var-ploidy :;oJnbinn.+.ion) N 
1 1 Spri n.:; GlrJ'_~.- 1 ( 2N)---------------------- 7 
2 F. europnc (2N)-------------------------- 7 
3 I· j;Jrcnica (2i!)------------------------- 10 
)~ 1 Arnol. rJ 1 s Uri lli n.nt' ( ;::!!)---------------- S 
) F. v in·lic1d.r.l:J. ( 2JJ) ----------------------- 3 
6 Isu //l2 (2r.i)------·----------------------- 2 
7 Ji'. virdisdrna konana ( 2H)---------------- 8 
[3 V. o·._rat.oiJ:.obusLal (2N) ------------------- 14 
9 F. ovn.t:-, (J ·iA) ( 211)----------------------- 2 
J 0 f. ovatn. ( 2JJ )-----------------..,----------- 8 
11 Ysui7IO( 2i-.J )----------------------------- 4 
12 'Deatrh: Ji'a.rrnnrl' (bN)------------------- 4 
13 'Kurl Sax' (!~!!)-------------------------- 4 
lh Ji'. europae ( ·indL,ced hlJ)-------------------
1~ Tf\J"J Jnl <11 : l'r··illi:-tnt 1 ( jJ1Clnce<.l t1Il )-------- 3 
']_(_, ' ( l.• ) I·. v i r •J_i_ ;; ~ : im:~. jnrlucc:d LllJ ---------------
17 Isu P.l?. ( inr.i<Jccd lu·O--------------------- 2 
0.,0001~H~ 
0.0001~H~ 
lkan _ GrmJl'-l.nc 
66w6 A 
57.5 BC 
43 .. 6 DE 
54.0 BCD 
61.8 AB 
SS.3 BCD 
58.8 B 
SL 7 CD 
50 .3 CD 
51.3 CD 
so.8 CD 
51.8 BCD 
51.1 CD 
37 .. s 
43.8' 
~ 52.9 Overall !kan 
142.,8 (2.7 X) 
III. Group Cornparisous 
A o Bctv1cen conmc rein.l diploids :md connncrcia1 tc '~rnploicls 
C nnllltc r d n.1 dj ploj d~; 
Cortmr~rcin.l t.s~~rarlc~_ ds 
Difference 
t = 
IJ 
54.2 64 9.2 
51~4 8 5 .. 8 
2eB no significance 
Oe84, 70 d .f., 
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Table 7o (C ontinued) 
B. Beh.;een F. ovata a.nd commercial tetrarloids 
He an SD 
F. ovata 5lo3 8 3o7 
C ornin'CrCial te traploids 51.4 8 5o8 
Difference 
t = 
0.1 no significance 
Oo04, 14 d.f. 
C. Bcti·!een all diploids and all t etraploj ds 
All diploids 
All tetraploids 
Difference 
t = 
IV~ Sub s e t Analys is 
Mean N 
54.0 70 
47 ol 13 
6;.9* 
2.64, 81 dofo 
SD 
8.8 
7.7 
A. Crossed classification with number of variates Hi thin. 
Cultivar 
Ko europae 
1 Am oJ.d' s Brilliant 1 
Fo virdissima 
Isu i'll2 
Bo Analysis of variance 
S ourc e of variation dof o 
Cultivar l 
Ploidy l 
Cul t iva r X Ploidy l 
Error 8 
Correc t. ed Total 11 
Ploidy 
2 Lt. 
3 
2 2 
}1 oS o ·F o 
Sol 0.11 
598o0 8.2& 
42.1 0.58 
72o2 
89 
Table 8. Analysis of regenerative shoots per cul tivar and cul tivar-
p1oidy combination from hardwood cuttings taken on Harch 1, 
1977 .. 
I. Jmalvsis o.f Vnrj rmce Frobub.i.lj ty of r,re<J t.cr F 
J\ Tl\011 ! ~ ('.lll.l.:i V<l r:: 
Am on r: C11lti.var-r'1oid,y comb:ir. ::.Liorw (TnT 1-17) 
0.,0001~'* 
0.0001** 
TilT (C Pli .Lvar-ploicly cornbinn.tion) N lkan Grour ··Lnc 
1 1 Spring Glo .':~· ' ( 2N)--·-------------------- 7 
2 F. europnc (2H)-------------------------- 9 
3 r. .j O.j:Gll ica ( 2i!) ------------------------- 11 
)L I A rtJOl. r:l ' s Ud lli D.llt I ( 2!-!)---------------- 7 
) F. virdi:Jsir.l:.t (2IJ)----------------------- 3 
6 Isu (/12 (21-i)----------------------------- 3 
7 F. virdis:::ima korc.ana ( 21-i)---------------- 8 
[3 j7 • OVD.t3 I r:.obus\:,a 1 ('2N") ------------------- 14 
9 F. ovatr-, (Iii\) ( 21-l)------------------------ 2 
J 0 F. ovaLo. ( 211 )-------------- -------------- 8 
11 Isuf7l0(2N)----------------------------- 4 
12 ' Dcatri:;c Farrand' (LIN)------------------- 3 
lJ 'Karl Sa'C 1 (!,!!)-------------------------- 4 
ll1 _!:.. europae (:1nd1.1ced I.1N)------------------ 1 
V~ 1AJ'lJ0)• 11 : ; GdlliCU1t' (induced bi;)-------- 3 
1(, F. v.i.r cl.i.r; ~ : i m:1. (induced 4N)--------------- 2 
17 Isu P.12 ( .i.nrluccd lu·J)------- -------------- 2 
106 .. 7 
91.8 
92 .. 9 
90 .. 6 
46.8 
92 .. 7 
54 .. 9 
74.6 
122 .. 5 
83 .. 2 
81..1 
96.8 
111 .. 8 
48 .. 7 
61..0 
17 .. 4 
72.1 
A 
AB 
AB 
AB 
CD 
AB 
CD 
BC 
A 
AB 
ABC 
AB 
A 
CD 
BCD 
D 
BC 
91 76.3 Overall Hcan 
III. Group Cor.1.parisous 
A o llctvJccn corim c reinl diploids nnd conHnc rci.aJ tc l~r~:.plo:ids 
11 r~:.Jll H 0D 
Cnntmurcial dj ploj ds . 83 .. 5 69 27 .. 3 
C ormv~ rcial te~~rarJ.c~.ds 105 .. 4 7 13 .. 1 
Di ffcrc:nce 21..9~~ 
t <= 2 .. 09, 74 d .. f. 
90 
Table 8.( Continued) 
B. BetHeen :r. ovata and commercial tetraploids 
He an N SD 
F. ovata 83.2 8 lS.l 
Commercial tetraploids lOS.4 7 13.1 
Difference 22 0 2*-'l~ 
t = 3.02, 13 d.f. 
c. Geti-Jeen all diploids and all t etraploj ds 
All <ii..ploids 
All tetraploids 
Difference 
Mean N SD 
83.8 76 27.4 
76.6 lS 3S.o 
t = 
7.2 no significance 
0.89, 89 d.f. 
IV" Subset Analysis 
A. Crossed classification with number of varj ates 1-;-i thin. 
Cultivar 
K• europae 
'Am old' s Brilliant' 
Fa virtlissima 
rsu irl2 
Bo Analysi~ of variance 
Source of variation dofo 
Cultivar 3 
Ploiqy 1 
Cul tivar X Ploidy 3 
1rror 22 
Correc tetl Total 29 
Ploidy 
2 4 
9 
7 
3 
3 
HoSo 
34S7.6 
6808.8 
o.o 
1107.4 
1 
3 
2 
2 
F. 
3.12~~ 
6.1S* 
o.o 
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Table 9. Analysi s of r eeenerat ive s hoots per cultivar and cultivar-
pl oi dy combination fr om hardwood cuttings taken on March 1, 
1978. 
I. il.nalyGis of '! ari :mce Frol.J:.; b i li ty of r,re <J t c r F 
Amo11 :; cllll.:iv<Jt':' 
Amonr: cultivar-r' loicl,y combj n:: Lions ( 'lTiT l-17) 
O.OOOl~H:- . 
O.OOOl~H~ 
TilT ( C 11l+.:i.var-ploid.y cornbin~~+.ion) N 11< !:.111 G roul ··l.nc 
l 1Sprln n Glo~ - 1 (2N)----------------------l> . . • ,J 
2 E:• e11rornc (2N)--------------------------
3 r_. jo.pcll:ica ( 2il)-------------------------
~ ~ 1 Arnol rl ' s Ud lli ant' ( 2!-!)----------------
) F. vir cli:.:;s:i.r.ta ( 2IJ)-----------------------
6 Isu 1112 (2I·i )-----------------------------
7 F. vi r di s s ima korcnna (2N)---------------
[3 F. ov a t·.o .. ,1:.obu s t a 1 (2N") -------------------
9 F. ovnt;-, (Iii\) ( 21-i)-----------------------
10 f. ova to. ( 2N )----------------------------
11 Isuf'JIQ(2N)-----------------------------
12 'D catr ix Fa.rro.nd' (l~N)-------------------
13 'Ka r l S CL"{ 1 (hl! )--------------------------
lb E.• eu r opae ( i nduced ).~N)-------------------
1 ~ 1AJ'I10l• 11 : , f. rHlim1t 1 (induced l~Il)--------
1(, F . v i . nU_:::~: i 1n~. ( i nduced uN) ---------------
17 Tsu rf l 2 (induced l.u·J)---------------------
7 74.0 
7 44.S 
10 20 .9 
s 47.0 
3 27.9 
2 23.9 
8 10.7 
14 32.4 
2 ~~1.3 
8 39.1 
4 26.1 
4 61.0 
4 S4.8 
3 16.9 
2 12.9' 
-----
83 36.0 
A 
CD 
FG 
-BCD 
EF 
EFG 
G 
E 
CDE 
DE 
EF 
AB 
BC 
FG 
FG 
Overall 
97.2 (2.7 X) 
III. Group Cor.1.pa risous 
A o Dctv1ecm comrncreio.l diploids .:md connncrci..aJ t c tr<!ploids 
GcJlluncrd .al d j pluj ds 
C ortmr~ rcial t8 ~~rarJ. oj. ds 
Difference 
t = 
IJ 
3S.8 64 
S7.9 s 
22 .l~H~ 
3.06, 70 d.fg 
00 
20.1 
8.9 
He an 
92 
Table 9.,(Continued) 
B. Between F. ovata and commercial tetraploids 
He;m 
F. ovata 39ol 
Commercial tetraploicls 57o9 
Difference 18o8'** 
t = 4.02, 14 
C. Betweer. all diploids and all t etraploj ds 
Mean 
34.9 
41.5 
tJ 
8 
8 
d. f. 
N 
70 
13 
SD 
9o8 
8o9 
SD 
All diploids 
All tetraploids 
Difference 
t = 
6o6 no significance 
L09, 81 defo 
IVo Sub s et Analysis 
A. Crossed classification with number of variates within. 
Cultivar 
Eo europae 
1.f\.m o1d' s Brilliant' 
Fo virdissima 
Isu iH'2 
Bo 1\.nalysis of variance 
S ource of variation dof o 
Cultivar l 
Ploidy l 
Cnl t i vo.r X Ploidy 1 
brr or 8 
C orrec Led Totol ll 
Ploidy 
2 !.~-
5 3 
2 2 
l-iaS o Fo 
799o3 l2o5~Hl-
1834o7 28 o6~H~ 
OoO OoO 
64ol 
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Section II shows cul tivar-ploi dy ccmbination means and their 
respective groupings" Note that comparing the overall 1977 mean 
with the 11 corrected" overall mean for 1978 shows that regenerative 
shoots per cultivar-ploidy combination increased from 1977 to 1978. 
Section III of Tables 8 and 9 reflect the his;h values of regenerative 
shoots for t he commercial tetraploids. In both years, commercial 
tetraploids exhibited greater numbers of regenerative shoots than 
commercial diploids and~ · ovata. However, Hhen all diploids are 
compared to all tetraploids, no significant differences are found, 
reflecti ng the poor vigor of the induced tetraploids. 
Section IV, Table 8, shows that significant differences among 
subset cultivars existed in 1977, as well as a significant inhibitory 
effect of induced polyploidy of subset cultivars on regenerative 
shoot numbers. Section IV, Table 9, shows highly significant dif-
ferences between 'Arnold's Brilliant' and ISU #12, and a highly 
significant inhibitory effect of induced polyploidy on regenerative 
shoot numbers on these cultivars. 
c. Flower bud data Flower bud load was quantified by buds 
per cul tivar-ploidy combination and flower buds per node :i_n 1977 and 
1978. In adiition, flower bud size (oven-dried weight) and flower 
bud mass per node Here evaluated in 1978. Water content of flower 
buds sampled in November and December, 1977 also was recorded. 
(l) Flower buds per c11 l tivar and cul tivar-ploidy combination 
Table l 0 and ll show the analyses of bud load per cul ti var and cul tivar-
plo:1_dy combination. Section I of these tables show highly si~ificant 
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Table 10"' b..nalysis of bud load per cul tivar and cul tivar-ploidy 
combination from hardwood cuttings taken on March 1, 1977. 
I. Analvds of 'Jad :mce Frob c; l_,i_ li ty of r,reatcr F 
Al11 0Jl ;~ ('.1\ll.:i V 1\l··:: 
,\mnnr. C1 Jl tivar-p1oid,y combh~:: Uorw ('lTiT l-17) 
TilT (Cll1.t.:i.var-ploidy ~ornb:i.nn.+.ion) 
J. 'Sprln~ Glo~~' (2N)----------------------
2 !: . europ[tC ( ;~N) --------------------------
3 !::.· ·jorcnica ( 2if) -------------------------
)l 1 J\.rnolr:l' s Ur:i ll i ant 1 ( 21'!)----------------
~ · F o vlrdb~>ir.la ( 2!1) -----------------------
6 Isu //12 (2r.j)-----------------------------
7 f. vi r disdma koruma ( 2H)----------------
3 V. ovnl· ..:l1 J:.ob,Jsta'""C"2N") -------------------
.9 f.. ovat:-, (J',J\.) ( 2JJ)----·-------------------
J 0 f. ov;1tn ( 2!J )----------------------------
11 Isu/710( 2!1)--------------------------- --
12 1Dc:1t r:i.x Farra nd' (b!J)-------------------
13 1 Karl Sa--c' Oltr)--------------------------
111 I• europae ( :indvced l.IN)-------------------
1~ ' Am()J.<l' :·, f.d lJ.i[liJ t' (:i.nclucc<.l hll)--------
10 F. v .i nU::: ~:i m::. (induced UN)~--------------
17 T::;u P. 12 (induced 4N)---------------------
N 
7 
9 
11 
7 
3 
3 
8 
14 
2 
8 
4 
3 
4 
1 
3 
2 
2 
0 8000l~H~ 
O.,OOOl*lc 
1\ (!<J.l1 G rouvtnc 
459 .. 6 BCD 
389.4 CDE 
125.0 F 
386 .4 CDE 
432.6 DCDE 
330 .. 9 CDE 
470 .. 0 BC 
420 .. 5 CDE 
339.3 CDE 
287 .. 8 EF 
456 .. 7 BCD 
635 .. 8 A 
544 .. 0 AB 
308 .. 8 CDEF 
308 .. 3 DEF 
356 .. 6 CDE 
330 .. '1 CDE 
91 370.3 Overall !kan 
III. Grour Comparis m1s 
Ao Dctv;ccn commercial diploids nnd connnc rcinJ tctr<'-ploids 
IJ CD 
C CJn tm cr·c.i al dj pld r.b 358 .. 1.1 69 143 .. 3 
C<mmr~rcial t,e 1~rarl o~_ ds 583.3 7 93.5 
Di f f crcnc--e~'----"2'!'7'2\"T-4:-.~9;;;o~H-;;-~--_;_--__:...::...:..::..._ _ _ 
t = 4.05, 73 d.f. 
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T n.bl e 10. (Continued) 
B. Beh ve en F. ova ta a.nd commercial tetraploid.s 
Nean 
F. ovatn. 
Commercial tetrapl oicls 
Difference 294. s~* 
t = 6el2, 13 dofe 
C. 8 eh :een all diploids and all t c traploi ds 
All diploids 
All tetraploicls 
Difference 
t = 
IV. Sub s et Analysis 
Mean N 
83e5~~ 
2e06, 89 d .fe 
SD 
SD 
142.3 
150e2 
A. Crossed classification ,,nth number of varj ates within. 
Cultivar 
_[. europae 
'Arn ol d 's Brilliant' 
F. virdissima 
Isu /11'2 
Bo Analysis of variance 
Sourc e of variation dofo 
Cultivar 3 
Ploiqy 1 
Cultiva r X Ploidy 3 
Errol' 22 
Corrected Total 29 
Ploidy 
2 h 
9 
7 
3 
3 
H .S. 
4919e8 
21484.9 
1371.7 
14279e8 
l 
3 
2 
2 
F. 
Oe34 
1.50 
0.10 
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Table ll .. Analysis of bud load per cultivar and cultivar-ploidy 
combination from hardwood cuttings taken on Harch 1, 1978. 
I. Analysis of Vad :mce Frobubili ty of r,reatcr F 
lui! Oll : ~ c 111 I. j v a r: : 
Am •~nr. r:nl t. i.var-r•lo:idy combi n :: Lions (TnT l-17) 
TilT ( Cl'l+.:ivar-ploic.l,y coJTlcina.tion) 
1 Spring Glo~::_: 1 ( 2N)---------------------- 7 
F. europ1.c ( ;:N) -------------------------- 7 
J I. j Of Gil Lea ( 2i!) ------------------------- 10 
)l 1Ar11ol rl ' s Urj lli c:mt' (2!-!)---------------- 5 
1 
2 
~ F. v lrdi:J~iir.1a ( 2IJ) ----------------------- 3 
6 Ysu 1112 (2I·i)----------------------------- 2 
7 Ji'. virdiscirna koruma ( 21-l)---------------- 8 
G F. ovo.t31 J:.ul:msta •"12N") ------------------- 14 
9 F. ovat:-, (1\A) (21-1)----------------------- 2 
JO F. ovata (2l'l)---------------------------_:_ 8 
11 Isui'710( 21·: )----------------------------- 4 
12 ' Dcatrix Farrand' (liN)------------------- 4 
lJ 1 Karl Sa.'C 1 (!lH) -------------------------- 4 
lh I. eurupae ( ·i.ndvced blJ)------------------
OeOOOl~~* 
OeOOOl~H~ 
142e5 
166 .. 3 
83.5 
246.3 
188 .. 9 
207 .. 7 
149 .. 4 
166 .. 8 
93 .. 2 
124 .. 4 
167e9 
231.9 
209 .. 4 
A 
EFGH 
CDEF 
J 
BCDE 
ABCD 
AB 
DEFG 
CDEF 
GHIJ 
FGHI 
CDEF 
ABC 
IJ 1~ 1Ant o)• 11 : , l~t ··iJli:mt' (induced Lill)-------- 3 
1(, F. v.i.r cU_;::[:irn;1. (induced 4N)---------------
17 Tsu Pl2 (induced l.u·n------- -------------- 2 88 o'"r HIJ 
III. Group Comparisons 
~ l5Ge2 Overall !iean 
416.3 (2. 7 X) 
A o Bctvmcn commcreial diploids nnd COJlHnc rciaJ. \'.f; l~r<:.plo:i.ds 
lJ (~~Ill lJ ::;o 
C nntmerc i.al c:Jj pluj ds . 143 .. 5 64 52e2 
Cortmercial t8~~rarloids 220.7 8 5le2 
Di ffcrcnce 72 0 2*-l~ 
L = 3o70, 70 dofe 
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Table ll.o (Continued) 
B. BetHeen F. ovata and commercial tetrarloids 
He an u SD 
F. ovata 124.,4 8 12.,7 
CorrffiiC'r'Cial tetrG.ploicls 220.7 8 )1.2 
96., }lH~ Difference 
C. Betv1een all diploids and all 
All diploids 
All tetraploids 
t = ).,16, 14 d.f. 
tetraploi ds 
Mean N SD 
1)1.3 70 )1.,4 
169.,4 13 79ol 
Difference lSol no significance 
1.06, 81 d.f 0 t = 
IV o Subset Analysis 
A. Crossed classification with number of vad ates within. 
Cultivar 
K,o europae 
'Arn old's Brilliant' 
Fo virdissima 
Isu !112 
Bo Analysis of variance 
Sourc e of variation dof o 
Cultivar 1 
PJ.oiqy 1 
Cnl ti var X Ploidy 1 
Error 8 
Corrected Total ll 
Ploidy 
2 ).+ 
s 3 
2 2 
HoSo Fo 
3873.,4 L26 
63893o7 20.,80lt* 
OoO o.o 
307)o0 
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differences were fotuld among cultivars and cultivar-ploidy com-
binations. Section II shows cultivar-ploidy combination means for 
flower tud counts . Note that even though node counts had decreased 
from 1977 to 1978 (Table 6 and 7), flower bud cmmts increased. 
Section III, comparisons A and B reflect the large bud loads of 
'Beat ric Farrand' and 1 Karl Sax'. In both years, these commercial 
tetraploids had highly significantly greater bud loads than either 
commercial diploids or ~G ovata. Comparison C reflects the poor 
vigor of the induced tetraploids, which brought down the overall 
tetraploid mean. However, all tetraploids, as a group, still had 
significantly greater bud loads than all diploids, as a group, in 1977. 
Al thoueh Section IV, Table 10 shmvs no significance for any of the 
sources of variat ion in the subset analysis, Section IV, Table 11, 
shows that induced polyploidy had the result of decreasine bud load 
highly significantly in 1978. 
(2) Flower buds per node Analyses of flower Luds per 
node appear in Tables 12 and 13 for 1977 and 1978, respectively. 
Section I shows highl y significant differences among cultivars and 
cul tivar-pl oi dy combinations in 1977 and 1978. As shown in Section 
II of these tables , the flower bud per node overall mean increased 
greatly from 1977 to 1978, but it should be noted that not all ClJltivars 
had proportional increases. 'Arnold's Brilliant' improved from a 
Duncan's Din 1977 to an A in 1978, whereas 'Spring Glory' dropped 
from a CD to an EF. Also, the induced tetraploids of 'Arnold's 
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Table 12. Analysis of flower buds per node on hardwood cuttines 
taken on March 1, 1977 .. 
I. fln:-tlysis or 'Jari n.nce FrobJ1.J.i.li ty of r,reat c: r F 
AlllOJl :: Cli ll.:iv : ~r·:: 
Am Pnr: c11l t,ivar-ploid.Y combj ndions (TiiT l-17) 
TilT ( C11lt:i.var-ploid,y ~oJnbina.+,ion) 
1 1 c1 1ri nr. Glo'" ' 1 ( 2H)----------------------
2 F~ ~nr~r~,·c (2N).:.-------------------------
3 I· }'TCllica ( 2if) -------------------------
)~ 1 J\.r11 olrl' s Ud lli a11t 1 ( 2E)----------------
) Fo ·.r irdi:::s:ir,la ( 2IJ) -----------------------
6 Isu t'll2 (2r.j)------·-----------------------
7 F. virdissima korunna (2N)---------------
G V. o·,,o.t.a-1 J :.obui:ita t"(~N') -------------------
9 F. ovat, ,~, (liJ\) ( 2IJ)----·-------------------
10 F. ovaLa ( 2ll )------------:----------------
11 Ysul710(2n)-----------------------------
12 1 Dc;1trix Fa.rranrl' (LIN)-------------------
13 'Karl Sa.'C 1 (btr)--------------------------
11! F. europae ( :induced !.11-J)------------------
J.~ T AJ'I Jr1) •1 ': . l~roiJJ . i~t' (illdllced bll)--------
1(, F . v.i.nl.i_[:::.;im;~. ( j_nduced wn---------------
17 Tsu 1.112 (induced l.u·I)---------------------
N 
7 
9 
11 
7 
3 
3 
8 
14 
2 
8 
4 
3 
4 
1 
3 
2 
2 
O.OOOl~H~ 
O.OOOl~H~ 
Jlcun G rou 1 ··Lnc 
2,.06 CD 
1..62 DE 
0 .. 98 E 
1.92 D 
2 .. 12 CD 
1..98 c 
2 .. 47 BC 
2 .. 11 CD 
1.. 76 DE 
1..54 DE 
2.58 BC 
3 .. h2 A 
2 .. 98 AB 
1..59 DE 
1..58 DE 
1..91 D 
1.88' D 
---
91 1..97 Overall !Ican 
III. Group Cornpurisous 
A o IJetv1C~en commcreial diploids ~md connncrci..n1 tctr<:ploids 
IJ 
C nntmurc. i al dj plu:i chi 
C ortmr~rcial t,r;~~rarlo:!.ds 
Difference l,.)l)iH~ 
t = SQ97, 74 d.f .. 
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Table 12. (Continued) 
B. li etHeen F. ovata a.nrJ commercial tetrarloids 
He an ll SD 
F. ovata 
Commercial tetru.ploids 
Difference 1 .,63~H~ 
t = 7 .. 32, 13 d .. f. 
C. Betv1een all diploids and all tetraploi ds 
Hean u SD 
All ct..iploids L86 76 
All tetraploic1s 2 .. 41 15 
. Difference o .. ss~~ 
t 2 .. 90, 89 d.f .. 
IV o Sub s et Analysis 
A. Crossed classification with number of variates Hithin. 
Cultivar 
~o europae 
'Arn old's Brilliant ' 
Fo virdissima 
Isu #1c. 
Eo Analysis of variance 
Source of variation d.f. 
Cultivar 3 
Ploidy 1 
Cul t ivar X Ploj dy 3 
Erro1· 22 
Corrected Total 29 
Ploidy 
2 ~~ 
9 
7 
3 
3 
1-loSo 
0 .. 235 
0 .. 056 
o .. o86 
0 .. 173 
1 
3 
2 
2 
F. 
L36 
0 .. 33 
0 .. 50 
1 01 
Tabl e 13. Anal ysis of flower buds pe r n ode on hardwood cuttin gs 
taken on Harch 1, 1978 . 
I. il lv:tlY::d.s of '! ar i ance FrolH.Jbil:i t y of ~; rn ol t or F 
/ull Oi l ; ~ C.ll ll.:i v n r:: 
Am1~nr: C1 Jlti.var-ploi dy combh~: !l,ion s (T liT l -17) 
O . OOOl~H:-
0 .OOOl~H~ 
N 
1 1 Spri n [; (-;}o':~· 1 ( 2N)----------------------- 7 
2 F. europtc ( (~N) -------------------------- 7 
J "E • .j~lrcnica ( 2if)------------------------- 10 
) ~ 1 !trnol. rl ' s Ud ll. i o . nt' ( 2!!)----=----------- 5 
) F o vlrdi :.;~;:i.r,la ( 2JJ) - - --------------------- 3 
6 Isu //12 (21-i) ------- - - -------------------- 2 
7 Ji' . v i r di s s ima konana ( 21·1)---------------- 8 
[l F. 0 \' :11.;} .. 1 H.OU1 Jf-d,a 1""('2N') ------------------- 14 
9 V. ovat:-, (lilt) (21J )----------------------- 2 
J 0 F . ova Lo. ( 21J )-------- - ------------------- 8 
11 I su?JJ)( 2i·: )----------------------------- 4 
12 ' Dcat r i x Fa.rrnnrl ' (LIN)------------------- 4 
l J ' Karl Sa "< ' ( lit! )-------------------------- 4 
ll1 Ji'. eu r upae ( ·i ndvced l.1N)------------------ -
1 ~~ Tfl. l'! J0]11 1 : - f. dlliant ' ( in duc ed L1Il )-------- 3 
1(, F. v.i.nl.\_:-;d mn. (induced wn---------------
17 Isu l/12 ( i n duced bl'J)--------------------- 2 
1kan 
2.15 
2o84 
1.93 
4. 82 
3.06 
3.76 
2. 58 
3. 25 
L G5 
2.43 
3.32 
4. 46 
4.05 
2o27 
2. 02' 
Gr ou l' i.nc 
EF 
CDE 
F 
A 
BCDE 
ABC 
CDEF 
I3CD 
F 
DEF 
BCD 
A 
AB 
DEF 
EF 
~ 2 . 91 Overall ~Ie 811 
III. Group Co1npa risou s 
Ao lJct.vrectl cornnc r d .al di ploids .:md c onnncrci..[l] t c tr<;.ploids 
C CJn tmcrd a1 dj pl ll :i d~; 
C mtm r.~ rc:i i..!l tC":~~rarlo~ . ds 
Diff e r ence 
\:. = 
2o76 64 
4o 26 8 
lo50~H~ 
3o96, 70 d . fo 
1.04 
Oo69 
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Tnhle ·13. (Continued) 
B. Bebveen F. ovata c..nrJ commercial tetrarloids 
He an N 
F. ovatn 
Commercial tetraploicls 
Difference l.83~Ht-
t = 7 o08, 14 d. f. 
C. Beh1een nll diploids and all t ctraplo"i ds 
All diploids 
All tetraploids 
Difference 
t = 
IV o Subset Ana~ysis 
Mean N 
2 . 82 70 
3.45 13 
o.64~t-
2o02, 81 d ofo 
so 
Oo24 
0.69 
SD 
1.02 
1.21 
A. Crossed classification with number of variates within . 
Cultivar 
.!::• europae 
'i<nw ld' s Brilliant' 
F. virdissimn 
Ysu //1'2. 
Do Analysis of variance 
Source of variation 
Cultivar 
Ploidy 
Cul ti var X Ploidy 
Error 
Corrected Total 
l 
l 
l 
8 
11 
Ploidy 
2 )4 
3 
2 2 
HoSo Fo 
2.55 1.05 
16.08 6 .61~~ 
o.oo o.oo 
2.43 
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Brilliant' :tad the same rel ative poRit" on -in both years. 
Section III shows either signiric.mt or highly signi ficant 
differences in each o f the cornp:1risons between diplnids and 
tctraploids. Because of the very high values for 'Karl Sax' and 
1 Beatrix Farrand', commercial tetranloids and tetraploids, overall, 
exhibited significantly gre <J ter numbers of flower buds per node than 
diploids, even though the induced tetraploids exhibited some of the 
lowest value s. Section IV, Table 13, cho"'rs tha ~, iwluced polyploidy 
had signi f icant detrimente~ effects on numbers of flower buds per 
node on 1 b.rn old 1 s Drillian t 1 and F. vi rdis sima in 1978 a 
( 3) Bud size The analysis of bud size appears in Table 
14e Hiehly significant differences were found among cultivars and 
cul ti var-pl oidy c ombinat ions and are represented in Section I. 
Section II di splays cultivar-ploidy combination means. Note that 
all tetraploids eYlliui ted character:i stically much larger flower buds 
that diploids. This observation is r eflected in Section III, whe re 
in all group comparisons , tetraploid flouer buds were highly sig-
nificantly larger. 
Section IV shows that bud size differed biehly significantl:r 
among s ubset cultivars, and ploidy l evels. Section IY also sh ows 
a significant cul tivar X ploidy interaction, i..,rhich is j_llustrated in 
Figure 33. 
(h) Flower bud mass ner node The analysis of flm..,rer bud 
mass per n ode is shown in Table 15. Secti on I displqy s Hghly sig-
nificant di f ferences among cultivars and cultivar-plo-i_ . .ly combinntions . 
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'l':1l.Jle 14. Analysis of bud size ( g ) per culthrar m d cul~.ivar-ploidy 
combination from har dwood cnttines taken on November 25 
and Dec ember 20 , 1977. 
I . lmaly::;is of 'Jnd n.n ce 
fuqoJl ; ~ Cl lll .-_i v:q·:: 
Amc•nr: r:11 l tivar-r•loidy combj n: : Lions (TTIT l-17) 
TTI.T (C11ll i.var-p1oidy ~oJntinn.+,i on ) 
l 'Spri n " G1o,.,. ' (?H) --- -------------------
,_) -- ,, ._ 
2 F. enropnc U:'N) --------------------------
3 r • .iD.j'.'ClllCU ( 2i! )-------------------------
)L ' J\rnol. r:l ' s Lr:i lli n11t' ( 21'! )----------------
S Fe vlrdi:.3t>:ir.l;J. ( 2II)-----------------------6 Isu //12 (2t.i)---- __ :.. ____________________ __ 
N 
3 
5 
3 
2 
3 
2 
0 . 0002~:-ll­
O.OOOl~Ht 
lkan Groul ·i.nc 
0.0047 F 
0.0044 F 
0.0025 
0 . 0044 FG 
OQ0035 GH 
0 . 0057 DE 
I 
7 P . vi r dissima kon,nna ( 2H)----------------
G F. ovnt3 .. 1 J ~.ol:J u s La 1""t'2N") -------------------
9 f. ov:it,:-, (l't/\.) ( 2J.l) -----------------------
3 0 .0032 lJI 
] 0 f. ovaLo. ( 2]j )----------------------------
11 Isui7IO( 21J ) -----------------------------
12 ' Dcntr :ix Farrand' (L~tJ)-------------------
13 ' Karl Sa.v;: ' Ott! )--------------------------
lh _!::. europae ( :i nduced l.~t·J)-----------------­
v; 1AJ'Jto]• 11 ,, f, r _illj_~lt' (indllc cd )IIi) --------
]_(, F . v.i n1.i_ ;: ~~.i rn n ( :i.nrluced 4N)---------------
l7 Isu 1.1 1 2 (induced W:I)---------------------
III. Group CoFlpn.risous 
4 0.0048 
------
3 0 .0050 
------
2 0.0107 
2 0.0100 
l 0 .0068 
3 0.0082 
2 0.0103 
2 0.0072 
1i0o.o56 
F 
P F 
A 
A 
CD 
B 
A 
c 
Overall 
Ao Dch1cc r1 corun cr eial diploids Gnd c onnnc rci.::1] \, c iJrc.ploi.ds 
I! r~:.l.ll IJ 
C rmlllwrr. i al dj pl o:i (b 0 oOOhl 26 
C oc1mr~rc.ial tc-: ~~rarl o:! . ds 0.0103 4 
Di ffcrcnce 0 .0062~:* 
t = ) lo70, 28 d.f. 
0 .0009 
0.0006 
~I can 
lOS 
Table 14o (Continued) 
B. Bet t-:een F. ova ta. a.nrJ commercial tetraploids 
Nean N so 
F. ovata o .ooso 3 o.ooo4 
Commer cial t e trap1oids 0.0104 4 o.ooo6 
Difference 0 .0054~H~ 
t = 13.40, s d. f. 
C. UetvJeen all diploids and all t e traplo:i ds 
Mean fJ SD 
All diploids 0.0042 28 0.0009 
All tetraploicls 0.0090 12 0.0020 
Difference o.oaus** 
t = 10.57, 38 d.f. 
IVo Subset Analysi s 
A. Crossed classification Hith number of varjates within. 
Cultivar 
_!::o europae 
'A.rn old' s Brilliant ' 
fo virdissima 
rsu ;t l2 
Bo Analysis of variance 
Source of variation 
Cultivar 
Ploidy 
Cnl tiva r X Ploidy 
Error 
Corrected Total 
3 
1 
3 
12 
19 
Ploicly 
2 b. 
s 
2 
3 
2 
HoSo 
1 
3 
2 
2 
0 .000004 
0 .000073 
0.000006 
0.00000036 
11.~'-~'t-
202 .~H~ 
s. 9~~ 
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Table lSo Analysis of !:'lower bud mass per node ( g) from hardwood 
cuttings taken on November 2) and December 20, 1977. 
Frok;bil:i t;>r of r,reatcr F 
fun oJ 1 • ~ c. 11 l I. :i v : ' r: : 
AmPn r: c1Jlt.iva r-pl oid,y comld r. :: Liorw (TnT l-17) 
O . OOOl~H~ 
O .OOOl~H:-
TII.T (C11l~ -ivar-ploid.y ~ornbinn.tion) N 
1 'Srri n f: Glo~::' ( 2N)----------------------- 3 
2 F. enropcc ( ~~N) -------------------------- 3 
3 "f. jD-r-' cn :Lca (2i!)------------------------- 3 
)~ 11\rnol rl' s UrHli o.11t 1 (2F)---------------- 2 
) F. 'J lrdi:.Js:i_r,l:.t ( 2JJ) ----------------------- 3 
6 Ysu //12 ( 2H )----------------------------- 1 
7 F. vi r dissima korenn:.t (2N)--------------- 3 
fl f.7 • O'JO.ta-lJ ~.O[J ll Sta 1 (2N") ------------------- 4 
9 F. ovat:--, (l~A) ( 2IJ) ----·-------------------
JO f. ova to. ( 21J )---------------------------- 3 
11 Ysu/7TI)( 2i·J )-----------------------------
12 ' Dcatrix Farrand' (L~N )------------------- 2 
13 'Karl Sa.'{' (!~tr)-------------------------- 2 
lb F. eurupae ( :induced ).~N)---------------·---
1~ TAn1ol •1 ': , f.l"illi~t ' ( iTJcluced bll) -------- 3 
1(, F . vi_nU.:::d m:.~ (induced 4N)---------------
l7 Tsu f/ 1 2 {induced 1-iN)--------------------- 2 
11 uUl1 
0 . 0102 
0.0135 
Oo00)6 
Oo0194 
0.0107 
Oo022l 
Oo0088 
0 . 0144 
------
0.0118 
------
0.0504 
0.0464 
------
0.0187 
------
0 . 01 48 
GrouJ'i.nc 
CD 
BC 
D 
B · 
CD 
B 
CD 
BC 
CD 
A 
A 
B 
BC 
~ 0.0107 Overall Hcru1 
III. Group Comparisous 
Ao IJctvreen cor:uncrcial diploids rmd conHncrci.<l] tc'~raplojd.s 
C(Jnlmen~ _ial d:iph.-.id1; Oo0ll2 24 
Conw~ rcial tc:~~rarJ.oj_ds 0.0484 u 
Difference O o0372iH~ 
t ~ l ~QB ~ 26 dofQ 
1 0 7 
Table l5o (Continued) 
B. Bet lve·en F. ovata a.nd commercial tetra~loids 
F . ovatn 
Commercial t e tr c..ploids 
Difference 
t = 
Ncan 
0 .0118 
0 .0484 
0 .0366>Bt-
10.34, 5 
3 
4 
d. f . 
C. Beb·Jeen all diploids and all t etraplooi ds 
All diploids 
All tetraploids 
IVo Subset Analysis 
Difference 
t 
11ean N 
0 . 0120 25 
0 .0310 9 
o .dl90i** 
5 .16, 32 d.f 0 
SD 
0.0012 
0.0059 
SD 
0.0046 
Oo0172 
A. Crossed classification Hith numb e r of variates VJi thin . 
Ploidy 
Cultivar 2 J.~-
fo europae 
1 Arn oJ.d1 s Brilliant 1 
ro virdissima 
Isu 1fl~ 
Do Analysis of variance 
2 
l 
Sourc e of variation dofc HoSo 
Cultivar l Oo0000055 
Ploi~J l 0.0000188 
C11l ti va r X Ploidy l 0.0000170 
Error 4 0.0000240 
~--~~~~~--------~7~-Correc t ed Total 
3 
2 
F o 
0.22 
o. 77 
0.70 
108 
F . europa e 
10 
F. virdissima 
ISU #12 
2 
PLOIDY 
F if!:ur e 33. Illustrati on of signific2-nt cultivar X pl oidy jn t eraction 
from subset analysis of bud s ize ( oven-rJ.r:l we:!.ght) . 
Sec t ion II lists cu1Uvar- ploidy combinati on means and thei r respec -
tive groupines . Not e the very h~gn values for the comMer c i a l tetr a-
plaids . This is reflected in Section I II where commercial tetraploicis 
exhibi t ed highly signific antly gr eater f lm-mr bud mass per node than 
c ommercial diploids and !· ~· Also , all tetraploids, as a group , 
possessed hi~hly significantly high ~r f l ower bud masses per node than 
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diploids , as a grour , ev en though the ·nduc ed tetraploj ds of 
'J..rnold ' s Brilli ant' and I,. europae di sy1layed a trend tm-rards re-
rl.uc tion in f lower Lud mass per node cc;npared with their dj plaid 
counter parts. Although induced r olypl oidy was earlier reported to i n -
crease bud s iz e hi~hly significantly (Sec t ion IV , Table 14), it 
wa s not sh ov-m to sie;nificantly increase f lm.;er bud mass per node 
(Sec t ion I V, Table 15) o 
( 5) Water c ontent of flower lmds The analyses for 
water c ontent of flo wer buds sampled in November and December , 1977, 
are sh own i n Tables 16 and 17, respectively. Section I shows that 
highly si~nificant differences 1.-Jere f ound among cul tivars and 
cultivar-ploidy combinations in both Tlovember and December flet-rer 
buds. S ecti on II displays cultivar-ploidy water content meansa As 
expected, flower buds were losing water from November to December 
as r efl ected in a decrease in th e overall crater content means. It 
should be r ememb ered from Figure 30, however , that most flower buds 
on most of t he cul ti vars were already killed by the December sampling 
date , s o caution should be us ed in evaluating any significance found 
in Table 17& 
Section III of Tables 16 and 17 show that in all c o!'lparisons , 
tetrapl oi d flower buds exhibited si~nificantly greater water contents 
t han diploids. This is refle cted in Section IV wh ere it is seen that 
i nduc tion of polyploidy had the effect of i ncreasi ng flower bud water 
con t ent highly s ignificantly i n both November and December flm·Ier 
buds& 
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Table 16. Analysis of v-1ater c ontent of f lower buds sampled from 
hardwood cuttings taken on IJ ovember 25, 1977. 
I. Analysis of 'Jn.ri :mce Frobubi1:i ty of r,n~::Jtcr F 
fll ;l 01 1; ~ C ill l.:i V : l r:: 
Amonr: r:11l Uvar-t•1oj d,y combi r -r: U.om::; (TTiT 1-17) 
0.001u·H 
0 . OOlOlH~ 
N J1, :w1 GrouJ ·i.nc 
l 'Sprin ~ Glo~y ' (2N)---------------------- 3 
2 F. eu r opnc ( ~:N )-------------------------- 5 
J 'f. j~lrcn:Lca ( 2il) ------------------------- 4 
)( ' Arnold's Ud lli mtt' ( 2ll)---------------- 2 
) F. vlr di0 s :i.r,1<1 ( 2JJ)----------------------- 1 
6 Isu §12 (21-i)------------------------------ 3 
7 Ji'. virdis:::: irna korcana ( 2l,i)---------------- 4 
G f. m~t::J ' l ~. obllf;ta 1 ('2N") ------------------- 4 
9 F. o·mt:--, (l'tA) ( 21-l) -----------------------
JO F. ovaL~ (21J)---------------------------- J 
11 1suf7l0( ?.iJ)-- ---------------------------
12 ' Dcat r :ix Fa.rr~nrl' (LIN)------------------- 2 
lJ 'Karl Sa.'C 1 011!)-------------------------- 2 
l l1 E.. eurOJlae (:induced hN)------------------ 1 
1~ 1AJ'IIn]t 11 :, GrHlin.nt' (induced hll)-------- 3 
1(• F. v.i.nli_;: ~: im :1. ( j_nrluccd uN)--------------- 2 
17 ISU /.l l 2 (induced 41·!)--------------------- 2 
-m-
III. Grour Coc1parisous 
51.47 
lf8.20 
47.80 
51.50 
SlfolO 
49.30 
47.63 
50.05 
47. 97 
51.10 
54.?.5 
)1.30 
54.57 . 
56.30 
54.00 
5o.55 
ABCD 
CD 
D 
ABCD 
ABC 
BCD 
D 
BCD 
CD 
ABCD 
AB 
ABCD 
A 
A 
ABC 
Overall 1'Ican 
A. I.letvJcetl commc reia1 dipl oids ::md c onnnc rci.[J] t c l~r<:.r1oids 
n e:.\ll IJ CD 
C rJnL1Jerd.al c]j pl oi ds 49.2 26 2.67 
C ocm11.:: rc i al t,(: ~~ra. r 1 oj. d~3 52 .. 7 4 2.19 
Difference 3.5~~ 
t = 2.48, 28 d .f. 
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Table 16. (Continued) 
B. Reh:een Ji'. ovata wv.l commercial tetrarloids 
He an 
F. ovata 48o0 3 
Commercial tetraploids 52o 7 4 
Difference 4a7*-* 
t = 3 o 37' 5 d.f e 
C. Bet\o:een all diploids and all t etraploi ds 
All diploids 
All tetraploi.ds 
Difference 
t = 
IV o Subset Analysis 
Mean N 
4. 7~~* 
5.37, 39 d .f. 
SD 
1.08 
2.19 
SD 
2. 7l 
2.09 
A. Crossed classification with number of variates within. 
Cultivar 
fo europae 
1 Arnold's Brilliant 1 
l"o virdissimn 
rsu 1112 
Bo Analysis of variance 
Source of variation dofo 
Cultivar 3 
Ploidy l 
Cul ti var X Ploitly 3 
Error 11 
Correc t.ed Total 18 
Ploidy 
2 J-~. 
5 
2 
1 
3 
HoSo 
37.7 
107o3 
o.o 
8.0 
1 
3 
2 
2 
Fo 
4o7 
13 .4-lH*-
o.o 
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Table 17. Analysis of wate r c ontent of flower buds ::;ampled from . 
hardwood cuttings taken on December 20, 1977. 
I. Jmalvsis of 'Jari:mce FrobulJili ty of gnwtc r F 
A1110ll!~ Ctl li.:iv <lr:: 
Am nnr: c1 1l U.var-plo:i.dy combj n :: Lions (HiT i-17) 
TILT ( C11.l~ .:i var-ploid~r col'1t ·inat:,ion) 
l 1 Sprin~ Glo~y' (2N)----------------------
2 F. euror:·£l.C ( 2N) --------------------------
3 'f. jo.pcnica ( 2i! ) -------------------------
~~ 1 ArnolrJ' s Ur:i lli <mt 1 ( 2E)----------------
S F. vlrdics:i.r,la ( 2IJ)-----------------------
6 Ysu h112 (2!-j)------·-----------------------
7 F. vi r di scima korc<tna ( 2H)------------·---
G F'. o·J o. \.;-·-. fuL,J:; La •"'t2N") -------------------
9 F. ovat !'", (1111.) ( 2IJ)-----------------------
JO f. ovaLo. (2N)----------------------------
ll Ysut710( 211 )-----------------------------
12 'D eiltrix Farrand' (LI!J)-------------------
13 1 Karl Sa.'C 1 (l~rn --------------------------
1!, F. europae ( :i.ndu.ced LtN)------------ ------
1:~ lfnnoJ., 11 , , ~ri lli<ll1t 1 (indnccd ltlJ)--------
1(, F. v.i.nU.::: ~; lTtw: (induce d WJ)---------------
17 Tsu P. 12 (induced W·J)---------------------
N 
3 
5 
4 
2 
1 
3 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
1 
3 
2 
2 
0.0001~<* 
O.OOOliH~ 
11c:.U1 G rou 1 ·i.nc 
44.83 BCDE 
36.96 FG 
44.83 BCDE 
42.50 CDEF 
42.40 CDEF 
41.73 DEF 
34.83 G 
45.35 BCD 
39.J7 EF 
47.35 ABC 
50.30 A 
45.00 BCDE 
48.67 AB 
42.80 CDEF 
46.4j ABCD 
-----
41 42.75 Overall Hean 
III. Group Comparisous 
A. Detv1ecn commercial diploids .:md connncrcinJ tct.raploids 
ll (~:tll lJ CD 
C (JPUllCl'C iaJ. dj plo:i ds 41.0 26 4.75 
C o!'tnv~rc:ial t8 ~~rar1oids 48.8 4 l. 79 
Difference 7o~ 
t = 3o20, 28 d. f. 
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Table 17. (Continued) 
B. Betl.;een F. ovata and -- commercial tetrarloids 
Hean n SD 
F. ovata 39.4 3 1.16 
Commercial tetraploicls 48o8 4 L79 
Difference 9 o4~Ht-
t = 7 .. 85, 5 d.f .. 
c. Beb-Ieen all diploids and all t etraplo·i ds 
Mean N SD 
All diploids 41.0 29 4o5l 
All tetraploids 46 .. 9 12 2.93 
Difference 5 .. ~Ht-
t = 4 .. 17; 39 d .. f .. 
IV o Subset Analysis 
A. Crossed classification with number of var:i.ates Hithin. 
Cultivar 
R:o europae 
1Am oJ.d1 s Brilliant' 
Fo virdissima 
rsu 1112 
Bo Analysis of variance 
Source of variation dofo 
Cultivar 3 
Ploidy 1 
Cul ti var X Ploj d.y 3 
Error 11 
Corrected Total 18 
Ploidy 
2 4 
5 
2 
l 
3 
HoS o 
60o3 
177 .. o 
OoO 
7.5 
l 
3 
2 
2 
F. 
8 .. 1** 
23 .. ~Ht-
OoO 
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D. Correlative Data 
Table 18 represent significDDt relat ionships between 1977 and 
1978 mist-forced bloom and various morphological and physiological 
plant measurementsa Strength of relationships are represented as 
correlation coefficients. 
E. SAEDTAS Oper ation 
Data from SAEDTAS procedure exhibited characteristic freezing 
curves for single flower buds of Forsythia (Figure 34). This curve 
is characterized by a large broad exothe rm occurring between -5 C 
to -12 C and a sharp "spike" exotherm occurr5 ng between -20 C to 
-25 c. 
This second exotherm could be attained in live buds only. The 
source of l i ve buds was from several 'Sunrise' Forsythia shrubs that 
,.;ere stored in a mist cooler through the winter. A survey of flower 
buds of field-growing shrubs indicated that most flower buds on 
most Forsythia were already killed by December 20, 1977, (Figure 30) 
so an analysis of second exotherms of field samples '.vas impossible .. 
First exotherms were recorded by SALDTAS procedure for cultivar-
ploidy combinations for flower buds sampled on November 20 and 
December 20, 1977. However , since these initial freez~ng points do 
not kill the flower bud tissue, and s'nce most flower buds on most 
cultiva:'-pl oi. dy combinations were already killed by the December 
sampling dat e (Figure 30), the analyses f or f'irst exothe:nns are of 
little value and are not presented. 
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Table 18. SignificMt r elationships b c~tween various rnor phological 
and physiolo::ical rlant mea surements anu mist-forc ed 
bloom. 
1977 Bloom 
1978 Bloom 
Relationship with 
1978 Bloom 
Number of root s gr ea te r than 
2 mm at s ampling stage 
Cumulative root len~th at 
sampling stage 
Number of days to reach 
root sampling stage 
~at er content of flower 
buds sampled in December,l977 
1977 Bloom 
Number of re£enerative shoots 
on hardwood cuttings 
1977 Flower buds per node 
Number of roots greater than 
2 mm at sampling stage 
Water content of flower buds 
sampled in November, 1977 
Cumulat ive r oot length at 
sampling stage 
Ploidy 
1977 Flmver buds per cul ti var-
ploidy combina +.ion 
Correla~i ~n Coefficient 
-0.319~*-* 
0 .J22~H~ 
-0.380~~ 
-0.252~*-
I~ 
5 
I ('I ......... -1 
(_) .._, 
~ 
~ ~-l 
~ 
fE 
E-< 
..:; 
-2 0 
-2 5 
-3 ~ 
1 
\ 
'\ 
N\ 
~ 
2 3 h s 6 7 8 9 1 
TIME (hrs) 
~ 
~ ~ t'-.... ----r-------1------- !'----- ---
----
Figure 34~ Freezing curve of a single Forsythia flower bud ('Sunrise' cv.) as recorded by SAEDTAS. 
0 
f--J 
f--J a-
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F . FloHer Lud Viabili t:,' After FreezinG 
Pr oof that the sec ;;nd exotherm (Fieur e 34) rep r esented the killj n~ 
te~1perature of Forsythia flower buds took three forms : (1) triphenyl-
tetrazolium chl oride ( TTC ) r eduction a:c;say of temperatur e treated 
flmver buds, (2) direct [l]easurew=:r,t of flOIV"cr bud r espi r ation after 
l oH temperature exposure using a di f fe:"ential respirometer, and 
(3) macroscopic observation . 
TTC reduction res ,·l ts are shmm i n Figure 35o A sharp loss i n 
TTC reduction, hence t issue viability , is shmm when t he fl ower buds 
are cooled from - 20 to - 2S Co This is the r egion in \V'r i ch the second 
exothe .~m occurred (Figure 34) • Direct measurem ent of flower bud 
respiration is shown i n Figure 36. A sharp loss of flower bud res-
piration was found in the same temperature range as that of t~e second 
exoth erm~ 
lv!ar.roscopic observati on of f l ower buds after freez iw~ provided 
addition::J.l r roof that the sec cnd cxotherm repre sented the killing 
te!1perature of these flowe r buds . FlmV"er buds wer e taken out of the 
freez er at various temper :...ttures, and stored f or 2 '"eeks on moi s t 
filter paper in petri rJi shes at 4 C. Discoloration of f'loral tissue 
invariably I'leant death and 1r:as oLserved in all buds cooled to -25 C. 
HoHever, if frozen f loHer buds >·Iere allo1r1ed to thaw very slowly 
( 1 C/hr), tissuP discoloration was not complete in '.lost f lO\.Jcr buds 
eXDosed to ter:tperatures as low as - 20 C. 
100 
90 
80 
70 
......... 
60 ~ 
'-"' 
ri:l 
0 50 :z: 
<ll 
~ 
0 40 ~ 
<ll 
30 
20 
10 
TEMPERATURE (C) 
Figure 35? Ctart showing tri phenyltetrazolium chloride reduction 
ability of Forsythia 'Sunrise ' flower bucls after beine 
cool ed to various temperatures. Formazin produced by 
TTC rccluction Has measured spectrophotorae+,rically from 
flO'-Jer bud extracts and expr es:::ed as a percen-l:.a~ e of 
ab~orb:=mce o£' extract fror:1. unf rozen floVTer buds o 
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Figure 36... Curve shm.;ine; re:::pj ration rates of Forsythia 'Sunrise' 
flower buds after being cooled to various temperatures. 
Res r: iration is expr essed as o~rgen uptake per oven-dried 
gram of flm;er bud tissue. 
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VL DISCUSSION 
A o Field Evaluation of Flmver Bud Hardiness 
l o Poor flc~,;er bud survival 
Selection of bud-hardy Forsythias from field-evaluated bloom 
counts is completely at the mercy of Hother Nature. A mild winter 
in central Iowa for a marginally bud-hardy shrub like Forsythia will 
produce an abundance of bloom on many cultivars. A severe winter 
will kill nearly all flower buds on most cultivars. An extremely 
QrJ autumn or a sharp drop in temperature in late autumn also may 
kill many Forsythia flower buds. Drought conditions oc curred in 
central Iowa from August, 1976 to August, 1977. Sharp drops in tem-
perature also were recorded in November of both 1976 and 1977. 
The absence of live flower buds on plants in the field in the 
spring of 1977, as indicated by the data from mist-forced hard-vmod 
cuttings , could be related to either the drought conditions, the sharp 
temperature drop dur:_ng November, or low midwinter temperatures. For 
the 1978 f lower buds, however, drought conditions should not have been 
a factor because of the occurrence of more than adequate autumn rains. 
Verification of the sharp temperature drop in November rather than low 
mid1rinter temperatures as the key factor for the 1978 flmver crop 
failure was shown by the very high percentages of dead buds found 
during fl mve r bud sampling in December, 1977 o This early bud kill is 
an important obs ervation because it makes the plant breeder aware 
of an additional factor in the complexities of cold hardiness of 
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Forsythia flo,.rer buds. The December flower bud sampling also indicates 
the progress that has been made in the Forsythia breeding program 
since the seedlings had considerably greater flower bud hardiness 
than their parents. These seedlings were advanced totally from 
field evaluation. 
The original plan for this experiment included periodic flower 
bud sampling throughout the cold seaso11 to determine at what point 
the flower buds of each cultivar and cnltivar-ploidy combination 
died, if they died, and compare these data with temperature records 
to determir.e the temperatures at which each of the cultivars and 
cul ti var-ploidy combinations lost their flower buds under field 
conditi ons . This flower bud sampling was also to include freezing 
point determination using the SAEDTAS apparatus. A comparison of 
intracellular freezing temperatures from SAEDTAS with the environ-
mental temperatures of the approximate date at which the flm,.er buds 
\vere killed would give insight to the efficacy of using SAEDTAS as a 
selection tool. 
Although the environmental conditions during the colrt periods 
of 1976-1977 and 1977-1978 interfered with the successful completion 
of the original plan for this experiment, such conditions are very 
beneficial to the plant bre·eder for the evaluation of plants selected 
for cold hardiness. This type of environmental condition does not 
occur frequently enough , even in Iowa, to provide for rapid testing 
and elimination of non-hardy selections from field evaluation alone. 
~·· 
. ; 
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Therefore , an alternative method of te c; t i ng f or col d hardiness of 
Forsythia flower buds, in vitro, would be very beneficial, particular-
ly during years with a mild cold seasono 
2o Horphological and physiological measurements 
ao Genotypic variation and variation between pl oidy levels 
Even in these two years ~mere very litt le bloom was r ecorded, highly 
significant differences were found i n f lower bud har diness, as 
measured b-;}· mist- fo rced bloom, among cultivars and cultivar-ploidy 
combinations . The relative f lmv-er bud hardiness arwne; cultivars, 
as found in this exp eriment, agrees well with previous observat ions 
of Forsythia flm·ler bud hardiness (47, 72). However, Hhile E• ovata 
is r eportedly the most bud hardy of t he commercial cultivars, several 
ISU selections were heavy with bloom even in these years when there 
Has scant blooming even on F. ovata. 
It should be noted that in 1978 , the amount of bloom of the 
diploid ISU #12 was significantly greater than that of its t etra-
ploid counterpart. This is contrary to the popularly held belief 
that tetraploid Forsythias have gr eater flower bud hardiness than 
diploids . This belief is the result of comparing the tetraploids 
' Karl Sax' and 1Beatrix Farrand' with the diploid I_. intermedia from 
which they were developed. The two commerci al tetraploids exhibit 
considerably more flower bud hardiness than the commercial diploid 
F. i ntermediao Comparing this statemen t with the results of this 
experiment indicates that tetraploidy , per se, does not necessarily 
r aise or lower the l evel of ~lower bud hardin es s , but that the 
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possibility of ei t he r raising or lmole r ·ng t his harcliness exists 
whenever t he chromosome number of a Fo l·sythia cul tivar is doubled. 
Therefore, each new tetraploid must be t e sted to ascertain if a chanr,e 
in flower bud hardiness has occurred. The change in cold hardiness 
could be related to the heterozygous n ature of Forsythia cultivars 
plus the possible variation in dosage effect at the loci involved 
with control of flmvAr bud hardiness. 
The po s sibility of i ncreasing or decreasing flower bud ha rdiness 
with polyploidy inducement is reflected in the subset analysis of 
1978 mist-forced blooms . It is shown that the subset interaction of 
cultivar X ploidy is hie;hly significant as illustrated b:.· Figure 22 . 
Ilmvever, becaus e poor vir,or of the induc ed t e traplo5.ds of ~· europae 
and F . virdis sima did not allmol hardwood cuttings to be taken in 1978 
from these cultivar-ploidy combinations , missing data reduced the 
number of cul tivars with both ploidy levels to two . Consequently, 
the lack of more induced tetraploids , and the poor vigor of successful 
pol~rploid inducc. ~ ons greatly reduces the i mportance of a significant 
cul tivar X ploidy interaction within the subset analysis. This becomes 
apparent in each of the tables that includes a measu rel'l.ent taken 
directly from 1978 hardwood cuttings. 
Not only does ~.he lack of more i nduced tetraploids, and the poor 
vj_c3 or of success ful pol yploid inducti ons greatly reduc e the importance 
of a significant eultivar X ploidy interaction withi n the subset 
analysis of 1978 mist -forced blooms , r ut very poor bloom in the diploids 
compared with no bloom :"or t h e induc ed tetraploids also reduces the 
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i mportance of a significant sub s et cul ~.i var X pl oidy interaction . 
In other words, with no bloom in the i;1duced tetraploids, small 
diffe r ences in b loom a t the diploid l e-:el would make the subset 
cultivar X ploidy interar::tion significant even thou~h this may not 
reflect the t rue nature of the ploidy effect. 
The lack of significant differenc e s due to pl oid~r l evels in 
the 1977 subset anal y sis, a s compared t o the highly significant 
differences found in t he 1978 subset analysis, could be the result 
of the large difference in mean square errors between the two years. 
In 1977, the Cllltivars in the subset analysis exhibited mostly no 
bloom, except f or ISU #12 (diploid) w~:ch had values of 0, 26, and 2. 
This large 1-ri t h i n treatment varia tion very quickly expanded the mean 
s quare error for the 1977 subset anal ysis, making sir,nificance between 
ploidy level s very hard to show~ even though a consistent trend to-
>vards reduced bloom ill th increased ploidy was evident . In 1978, 
mos t subset cul tivar-ploidy combinations again exhib ited zero bloom, 
but extreme within treatment variation did not occur. Therefore, 
t he mean square error for 1978 subset analysis of mist-forced blooms 
was very lm..r , and a h i ghly significant difference between ploidy levels 
was f ound. Because of the very poor bloom in b oth years, and lack 
of vir;or of t he induced tetraploids, it is felt that, firm concl usions 
of the effect of induced pol yploidy on Forsythia flmver bud hardiness 
cannot be drawn. 
One of the nost striking featurec of +,he results of t~ i s pr oject 
is that the genus Forsythia is highly variable. This t ran slates into 
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hi~hly significant diffenmces among cul tivars and cul tivar-ploidy 
comhina.J..ions in each of the morrholo8i cal and rhys~ ologic::tl charac-
teristics measured iurin13 this study. In other \vords, the e;erms 
Forsythia exhibits a high degree of genotypic variation. 
Variation of these mor pholo0ical and rhysioloe:i.cal characteristics 
between plo::..dy levels, namely induced t etraploids v er sus their 
diploid c ounterparts, doc s not seem t o be as e;reat as variation 
across di-fferent t; enotypes . However, in t his ext'eriment, induce<i 
tetraploid experimental material was s everely limited, so premature 
c onclusions on the effect of induced polyploidy on morpholoe:ic::tl 
and phys1 ological measurements , including mist-forced bloom, should 
be avoided. 
In general, induced polyy1loidy had the effect of inhibi tinE 
root formation on Forsythia softwood cuttings . Autopolyplojds showed 
consistent trends toward fewer roots :J.nd less total root length than 
did their diploid counterparts. However, induced polyploidy had the 
effect of reducing the number of days to reach sampling sta~e in F. 
virdissima, but increasing the number of days for !• europae, even 
though the quantity of roots produced by both autopolyploids was much 
reduced. 
No clear effect of autopolyploidy on number of nodes per cutting 
was evident in 1977, either in significance or trends, but, in 1978, 
significantly feV<er nodes were found on induced tetraploid cuttin~s 
than their dipl oid c ounterparts . This may have been due to di_fferenti al. 
r esponses to the drou::;ht conditions that p revailed from August, 1977 
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through August, 1978 in central Iowao 
The effect of induced polyploidy on the number of reeenerative 
shoots formed on h&rdwood cuttings was pronounced both years. Auto-
pol:rploids exhibited signifi cantly less regenerative shoots than their 
diploid counterparts. The effect of a utopolyploidy on r oot formation, 
node and regenerative shoot counts on ~orsythia seems to contradict 
the generality that polyploids are mor e vigorous than their diploid 
counterparts (1)1). 
The trend of autopolyploidy on Lud load per cultivar, flower 
buds per node , and flm-Ter bud mass per node of Forsythia is that of 
reducti 'Jn 1.-.rith autopolyploidyo This was true for the autopolyploids 
in t his study, but it certa~nly cannot be a generality of the For§Ythia 
genus, t ecause of the very l arge flower bud loads of the commercial 
tetraploids. Unfortunately, the Fo intermedia from which 'Karl Sax' 
anu 'Beatrix Farrand' were derived was not available, so no direct 
comparisons of this ty-pe could be made . 
Bud size was hi ~hly significantly increased with autopolyploidy 
on all subset cultivars. This agrees with previous oLservations that 
flm-Ter size is increased upon autopolyploidy (1)1). 
The wat er content of Forsythia flower buds \vas highly significant-
ly increased with autopolyrloidy. If an i nverse rel <1.tionship could 
be estaolished between Forsythia f lower bud hardiness and water content, 
then one micht expect to find an inverse relat~ onship between Forsythia 
flower bud hardiness and ploi dy . As is shown i n the next section, 
this turns out to be the caseo 
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bo Correlations I•Iith flower bud hardiness First of all, 
1977 mist-forced bloom was highly correlated with 1978 bloom . In 
other words, cultivars that bloomed in 1977, bloomed again in 1978, 
and so the relative hardiness of cul t,j vars to each other remained the 
same. This is reassuri ne in that, even :J n years where very little 
bloom occurred, at least it appeared on the same cultivars in both 
years. 
In 1977, flower bud hardiness, as measured by mist-forced blooms, 
was inversely correlated with rooting ability, as measured fror.J. 
softwood cuttings. If one is able to assume cultivars that rooted well 
from softwood cuttinES under mist, also exhibit this inherent quality 
in the field, then this could serve as an illustration of the inverse 
nature of root and top growth (95). Photosynthates that are trans-
located to the roots increase root grm-rth at the expense of top 
e rowth. In the case of flower bud hardiness, these photosynthetic 
products may include a hypothetical "hardiness promotor" (184). The 
level of t 1,is "hardiness promotor" should be reduced in the upper 
portion of vigorously rooting genot:~es relative to less vigorously 
rooting genotypes, if one may assume simil~ productions of this 
"hardiness promotor" in both genotypes. Based on that reasoning, 
cultivars which inherently exhibit greater root growth may show 
decreased flower bud hardiness. 
In 1978, mist-forced bloom was again inversely correlated with 
the two measurements of rooting abil3ty. In addition, 1978 bloom was 
significantly associated with 1977 bud load, in terms of flower buds 
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per cultivar-ploidy combination and flower buds per node. The 
consequence, if any, of t1'1is observation is unknown, but many woody 
plants exhibit a cyclic nature in bud l oad (6). However, if bud 
load, per sE, was related to Forsythia flower bud hardiness, one 
would expect to see an inverse relationship between 1978 flower bud 
load and 1978 flower bud hardiness. However, such is not the case. 
1978 bloom was also significantly associated with flower bud 
water content. This agrees with previous work with apples (64, 189), 
peaches (70), clover (55), wheat, rye, barley, and oats (91) e In 
this case, total water content was used . If bound water measurements 
were used, one mi ~ht expect to see an ~ven stronger relationship (95). 
Last, but not least, 1978 mist-forced bloom was inversely 
related to ploidy levels. That is, tetraploids used in this study 
were ~enerally less flower bud hardy than diploids. This agrees with 
previous work done in apples and. rape (95), but disagrees with other 
researchers who could fjnd no relationship between hardiness and 
ploidy levels (11, 53, S4)e 
Be SAEDTAS Operation 
lo Circuitry 
The circuitry of SAEDTAS differs frcm conventional differential 
thermal analysis in two wayso First, it utilizes thermistors instead 
of thermocouples. The thermistor is one of the simplest and most 
versatile components available to electronic designers (137) o Its 
unique characteristics permit straightforward solutions to many 
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sensing, measurement, and control problems which would require 
elaborate equipment and complex circui t ryo Thermistors a r e essentially 
semiconductors which behave as "thermal re sistors". That is, 
themist ors have a high (usually negati ve) temperature coefficient of 
resistance" 
In use, thermistors operate as either 11 self -heated" or "externally-
heated" units. 'v lhen externally-heated, as in SAEDTAS, they c onvert 
changes in amb i en t or contact temperatures directly to corresfjondjng 
chances in voltage or current. They are unusually well-suited for 
precision temperature measurement , temperature control, and temp-
erature c ompensation, because of their very lare;e chan.a,e in resistance 
v ersus temperature. This provides a degree of r esoluti on not available 
with ther mocouples. 
Secondly, S.AEDTAS differs from c ·nventional differential thermal 
analysis in that instead of recording differential temperature between 
a live s ample and an oven-dried sample versus referenc e temperature, 
per se, when SAEDTAS sensesa differential temperature between the 
live sample and an oven-dried sa1nple due to freezing of water within 
the live sample , the voltage produced 1-1as amplified by a factor of 
10, and the resulting exotherm \vas superimposed on a graph of the 
freezine; s olution te~perature versus timeo 
By combining thermistors, which exhi Lit relG.tively lan~e chan~es 
in resi.sta.nce tvith small chan::;es i n temperature , amplification of 
exotherms, and superimposition of these amplified exotherms on a 
r ecord of freezin r; s olution temperature, simrle and descrip tive 
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curves of tissue freezin~ kinetics may t e obtained from recording 
units that, otherwise, would not exhjbi t the sensitivity to pick up 
such small changes in voltage to be us,~ful in freezin '3 curve analysis. 
Also, b· usin,-:; th::i s combin;dion, direc :~ entry into thP. tissue being 
tested is not necessar;r, as it is with microprobe thermocouples, and 
any artifacts in freezing curve kinetic s due to the disruption of 
cells is avoided. All that is necessary for r:: ood tissue temperature 
sensing is simr e spacers to keep the bud s&~ples in close proximity 
to the thermi stors. 
2o Freezing units 
The absence of a programmable freezin~ unit made it necessary 
to develop a unit t hat could be pl aced in a pre-cooled freezer and 
exhiui t rela tively slmv cooling curves ..v i thin the range of tissue 
killing temperatures and a stable temperature environment arounrl the 
flower buds being frozen. Although the coolin~ rate was rapid at 
first, it diminished to an acceptable rate (95) when the tel'iperature 
was within range of the tissue-killing temperature. 
FC-80, a .fluorocarbon .fluid that is capable of supportin~; plant 
and animal respiration, was used to surround the samples as the 
temperature Has lowered. FC-80 is a completely nuorinated l iquid 
composed largely of per-.fluorobutyl tetrahydrofuran and isomers thereof. 
Because of its low order of toxicity, very low freezin~ point , its 
large capacity for dissolving gases (especially oxygen ), and c;ood 
therJll.al con ,-1ucti·-ri ty CO!'ifarer:l to air, FC-80 is an ide:::l mem um for 
freeze test systems. 
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The increased t,h ermal conductivity of the liquid over air insured 
no temp erature stratification between l ive sample thermistor and oven-
dried sampl e thermistorg Temperature eli fferences betueen these 
thermistors should reflect only the wate r crystalliza +:,i on within the 
live buds and not contajn an~r temperature variations resulting from 
temperature stratification within the f reezing unit. Increased thermal 
conductivity of the FC-80 over air also insured rapid re-establish-
ment of temperature equilibrium betwean the two the~istors following 
exotherms. 
C. Integrated Selection Program 
The las t 2 years \"/ere ideal f or 011 tdoor testin[; of breeding lines 
for winter hardiness of flower 'rJuds because the extreme conditions 
killed the f lower buds on most l i nes . Those that di d flower , of course , 
exhibited great hardiness under extreme environmental conditions and 
should Le used in future crosses for increased hardiness . 
Hmvever, severe conditions that Hould rapidly kill flower buds 
f rom all but the most hardy cul tivars don 1 t occur frequently enough 
in Iowa to rapidly eliminate genot~~es in a breeding and sel ection 
program that exhibit lm·T bud hardiness . Therefore, to insure steady 
adv~ncement of a breeding and selection program towards flower bud 
hardiness, an artificial free ze test system that would record killing 
temperatures , in vitro, may be ve!J' beneficial , particularly during 
years with a mild cold season. 
Periodic flower bud sampling and subsequent in vitro killing-
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temperature determinat ion, usin~ a sys t em such as SAEDTAS, should 
produce acclimation curves characterist ic of specific genotypes. 
Selection of bud-hardy genotypes would be on the basis of these 
acclimat ion curves. Because cold accli mation is a result of genotype -
environment interaction, selection data on the basis of acclimation 
curves woul d always exist, even in years .vhere a mild cold season 
produce s lit tle di f ference in spring field bloom . Selection may be 
ciirected toward an "early" or "deep" accli.m<::.tion curve. 
A selection proe;rD.r.l based totally on in vitro accl:Lmation 
curves may not be enough. In vitro data and field data should be 
Harked into an integrated selection programo Genotype acclimation 
curves coul d be determined just prior to and throughout the cold 
season. Field evaluation of bloom would be collected in early sprin ~ . 
By using field evaluation , other factors other than cold temperatures 
would be incorporated into the selection programo In vitro acclimation 
curve data '.JOuld complement field evaluation in years uhere a mild 
cold season produces little dif<'erences in spri ne; bloom, although 
idde differences could still exist between genotypic acclimation 
curves. 
The inconsistencies of the outdoor environment often interfere 
Hi t h the succe ssful completion of well- planned experiments . This 
research has pointed out the necessity of takin c: pl ant samples in 
early November, or sooner, for laboratory testine; so as to circumvent 
t he pr obl ems related t o environment. It also points out the need for 
long-t erm :field testi nG of neH plant selections so that the many 
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different t ypes of c onditions can be experienced. An integrated 
selection program involving in vitro l [·.boratory testi nr: of flmrer 
buds taken f rom genotypes selected ~'or flmve r bud ha rdiness, toeether 
wl t h lon~-te rm field testing of those genotypes should provide 
advancements not onl;y f or the breeder, but for the physiologist, as 
wello 
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VII. SUMHARY 
Hi ghly significant genotypic vari ation was found among 
Forsythia cultivars for: (1) rooting ability, (2) 1977 and 1978 
mist-forced bloom, (3) node and regenerative shoot counts from 
hardwood cuttings, u~) flower bud loads per cultivar, ( 5) flower 
buds per node, (6) bud size, (7) flower bud mass per node , and 
( 8) f lower bud wat er contento 
Autopolyploidy was found t o signif icantly decrease 1978 mist-
forced bloom, node and regenerative shoot counts on hnrdHood cuttj_ngs, 
flower bud load per cultivar , and flm-1er buds per node on some 
Forsythia cultivars. Autopolyploidy ~as also found to significantly 
increase f lower bud size and total flower bud water contento 
1977 rr~st-forced bloom was found to be significantly correlated 
with rooting ability and 1978 bloom . 1978 mist-forced bloom was 
significantly correlated with 1977 mist - forced bloom, rooting ability, 
bud load per cultivar and per node , number of regenerative shoots 
from hardwood cuttings, total flower bud Hater content, and ploidy 
levels. 
An arti ficial freeze test system (SAEDTAS) was developed to 
measure fre ezing points of flower buds utilizing thermistors to 
monitor differenti al temr eratures between a ltve sample and an oven-
dri ed sampl e . This system will amplify resulting exotherms and 
superimpose t hem on a record of reference temperature versus timea 
Fr eezin;:: curves of Forsythia flower buds characteris t ically exhibit 
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two exotherms . A sharr loss i n tissue respi ra~ion occurred after 
the second exotherm and it is beli eved that this second e~otherm 
represents the Icilling temperature of the Forsythia flower budg 
An integrated selection pr ogram i nvolvine; an artificial freeze 
test system together vli th long-term fi _,l d t rials of selected geno-
types is suggested as a desirable prog:-am t hat should spe ed up the 
development of flower bud hardy Forsythias. 
l. 
2. 
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